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*·ί Charles F. Whitman, the executor therein
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Dairying

Thus at the St. Louis fair this year
the Maine State Building is to be a log
c^bin, tilled with hunters' and fishermen's trophies. It is also complained
that the laws for the protection of game,
chiefly in the interest of non-resident
sportsmen, are so unjust and oppressive
to farmers that the agricultural development of the state is seriously retarded
and in some parts of the state growth of
population has entirely censed. There
can be no doubt that the forests, mountains and lakes of Maine present to the
sportsman one of the most attractive
hunting grounds in the world; and the
spilation of them would be a monstrous
shame. Yet, on the other hand, the
superb agricultural and manufacturing
resources of the state deserve recognition
aud safeguarding, and there can be little
hesitation in sayiug that the subordination of these latter to the sportsmen's
pleasure would be an intolerable hardshin, while to set up a hunter's log cabin
as representative of Maine is so grossly
unjust as to be grotesque.
Maine is not one of the most populous
states, yet it considerably outranks Colorado, Florida, Washington and Oregon,
and has more inhabitants than the three
States of Utah, Montana and Idaho combined. In value of real estate it outranks Georgia, the "Empire State" of
the South, and in total valuation it surpasses Kansas. Louisanna, North Carolina, Tennessee, West Virginia, Washington and Oregon. Its debt is smaller
than that of Rhode Island or Mississippi
Its tax rate
or the territory of Arizona.
is one of the lowest. It has more capital invested in manufactures than has
Georgia, or Alabama, or either of the
Virginias, or either of the Carolinas, or
Louisanna, or Kentucky, or Iowa.
While iu population it stands thirtieth,
in amount of bank deposits it stands
eighteenth, almost equalliug Texas, sur-

Successful.

paper recently reml by Hon. J. A. Roberts of Norway.)

The wi.se dairymen kuows that to
make his business successful ami profitable his cows must be kept in a healthy
ami vigorous condition, strength of constitution ami freedom from disease is
the central idea he must ever have in
mind. When he becomes forgetful of
these necessary conditions, when he
allows disease to creep in through tteglinence, or when he deliberately invites it
through mismanagement of his herd, all
the efforts of years may finally result in
failure ;iml possibly in disaster.
We have been receiving instruction in
the dairy business in this state for many
ycars, much of it judicious and valuable,
some of it unwise and misleading.
As
an example of the latter, we mention the
statement of a meiaber of the Bureau of
Agriculture in an address some years
ago that it was safe to feed a cow 8
quarts of cotton seed meal each day.
We have beeu taught to think of the cow
as a machine and consequently to be
treated as such.
I'nder such teachings, hundreds of extremely promising animals have been
driven beyond the limit of their natural
capacity until their capability for production luis become seriously impaired
and their offspring but weaklings.
Under this false teaching too many
have come to look upon their cows in
much the same way they look upon a
machine and to treat them in almost the

PARK. Register.

way.
We understand full well now that the
dairy cow is something more than a machine she ,has been endowed with life.
She sees, she hears, she feels. In a way
she reasnus uuil has in a large measure
that greatest of all gifts to man or animal, affection. She is sensitive to fear
aud even watchful to defend herself or
escape from what seem to her, impending dangers. She is capable of appreciating kiud treatment and, though the
make up of her being, well repays her
owner for such in an increased product.
Man lives as he himself dictates, but the
cow has no power of choice as to the condition in which she shall live, the food
she shall eat or the care that will make
her lot comfortable or incomfortable.
The present dairy cow is a natural development under such condition as man
has placed her. She could not long survive if placed back in the condition
which surrounded her ancestors centuries
ago. All the same, she is a product of
nature and as such is subject to the laws
of nature, as much so as were her ancestors.
While she cannot eudure exposure
without detriment she is unable to maintain a vigorous condition or hardy when
shut up away from sunshine and fresh
a'r aud forbidden to take exercise.
While she cannot subsist aud do her
work upon the scanty herbage that fed
,her ancestors, sit* cannot stand the extremely large rations of concentrated
food that are poured into her, day in and
day out, for the largest part of the year.
The cow of to-day is a natural product
and will do a large amount of work, but
her capacity is limited and wheu you
undertake to drive her beyond that limit,
you begin to uudemiue her powers and

passing Kansas, Nebraska, Kentucky,

Tennessee and Louisanna, and more than
twice exceeding Georgia, or the two
millions of
Carolinas combined. Its
acres of farmiug laud rank in fertility
and value of products almost if uot quite
It is
as high as any on the continent.
true that its lakes are productive of
fish stories;
many fish, and many more
and that receipts of "big game" at Banmoose and
gor amount to about 170
:i,00<> deer a season. But what are these
compared with more than ?20,000,0<>0 a
year from three agricultural
worth of domestic aniand

*10,000,000

possibilities.

Cows need exercise and it is a cruelty
to deprive them of it.
I.et them go out
doors a brief time every suitable day.
Warmth is valuable, but fresh air is
equally so. Cows should be given a
grain ration, but not too much of it.
They should not be milked the year
round, they ueed a rest of at least (X>
«lavs in every year.
They should have a balanced ration
while not iu milk but not so much grain.
They should be fed auil watered at the
same hour each day.
They should be milked and receive all
care at the same hour each day.
Kegu
larity and strict attention to details are

Pit senti,.· a faini yellow light ut·
trucud l.is attention. Il slum:· through
u porthole in an ιιρικτ roam of tin'
blockhouse »t tin- farther angle of tin·
In l'art. Alice was reading
stork ail»·.
by a sputtering lamp a book Funis·
worth had -»« :it her, a volume of Coti-

Canada.
sant that lie had picked tip
Hamilton made his way in thai direction. at lirsi merely curious to know
who was burning oil so late, but after a
few paces he recognized where I lie

garrison needs to sleep."
"Stop, sir; not another step!"
She poised herself, leaning slightly

backward, and held the Iron ball In her
right hand ready to throw It at him.
Ile halted, still smiling villainously.
"Mademoiselle, I assure you that
your excitement Is quite unnecessary.
I am not here to harm you."
"Von cannot harm me, you cowardly
wretch!"
"Humph! I'rlde goes before a fall,
wench." lie retorted, taking a half step
Then a thought arose In
backward.
his mind which added a new shade to
the repellent darkness of his counte-

light came from aud instantly suspected that Captain Farnsworth was there.
Indeed, he felt sure of it. Somehow
he could not regard Alice another than
a saucy lioiden. incapable of womanly
virtue. I!i< experience with the worst
element of Canadian 1Ί -iicli life ami
his peculiar ca.it of mind and character
lie
colored his impression of lier.
measured her by the women with
whom the coureurs de bois and half
Detroit
breed trappers consorted in

nance.

and at the p»»sts eastward to Quebec.
Alice, uncble to sleep, had sought for*

"Miss Roussillon." he said in English and with a changed voice, which
seemed to grow harder, each word deliberately emphasized. "I have come to
break some bad news to you."
"bin would scarcely bring me good
news. sir. and I am not curious to hear

captivity
gettuincss 'it
the old Intel's charming lyrics. She s it
on th.· floor, some blankets an I furs
drawn around her. the book on bet
lap. (lie stupidly dull lamp hanging beside her on a part of the swivel. Her
iiair lay loose over her neck and shonl*
πι

the bad."

lie was silent for a little while, gazat her with the sort of admiration
from which a true woman draws away
appalled. He saw how she loathed
him, saw how impossible it was for
him to get a line nearer to her by any
turn of force or fortune. Brave, high

ing

headed, strong as a young leopard,
pure and sweet as a rose, she stood before him fearless, even aggressive,
showing him by every line of her face
and form that she felt her Infinite superiority and meant to maintain it.

from the soil about 55

pounds

King."

Jewel,

ί

feeding
Don't make the mistake
Just feed it once a day late
corn.
93 Halo II., Moot h Part». Hie. much
fatin the afternoon unless you want to
Mall υ niera promptly Ailed.
ten yuar stock.

whole personal expression told
he was defeated, therefore he
quickly seized upon a suggestion
caught from a transaction with Long
Her
him

Hair, who had returned a few hours
before from his pursuit of Beverley.
"It pains me. I assure you, Miss
Roussillon. to tell you what will probably grieve you deeply," he presently
added; "but I have not been unaware

.tender interest in Lieutenant
Beverley, and when I had bad news
from him I thought it my duty to In

of your

form you."
He paused, feeling with a devil's satisfaction the point of his statement go
home to the girl's heart.
"The Indian, Long Hair, whom I sent

"$top% sir; not another klcp!"

intonation—

moves

unprofitable

grade
to breed, raise and finish than the knot
head; and if a profit is po ssible, invaribly realizes it.

»μ·μΪμ

smile ii«>t in the least reassuring.
Stop where
"Yon look like both.
yon are!"
"Not so loud, my dear Miss RoussilI am not deaf, and, besides, the
lon.

in

lutter

iîv Τν j>t®»'JnTn8w·» <ίί .§»

"What arc yon 1ι«·π· for. sir?" sin·
denial; led. "What do yon want?"
"I am neither a burglar nor a murderer. mademoiselle," he responded,
lifting his liât an<l bowing, with a

ONTINUED.]

nitrogen, 25 pounds phosphoric acid and

Wheeler,

V
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ders and shimmered η round her fact
wilh a cloudlike effect, giving to tlifc
features in tlu-ir repose a Kilting thai
iiibMisitU'd their sweetness and sadness
In a very low but distinct voice she-
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has received numerous
inquiries recently asking for a formula
for a home mixed fertilizer for potatoes.
The following is the substance of replies
that have been sent:
A crop of :500 bushels of potatoes reThe
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ALICE of OLD
VINCENNES

mals.'
The fact is, Maine is a state of exceptionally varied natural characteristics.
A considerable part of it is best suited
for hunting, fishing and the like; and it
would be well to have it maintained as
such, forming, along with the mountain
region of New Hampshire, an unsurpassed forest preserve. But that region
should be so administered as rot to
interfere with the larger and far more
important part which is adapted to the
high development of agriculture, manuJ factures and commerce; and tho representation of the state which is made at
St. Louis should be one that would show
it to be a state of varied resources, rich
in farms and factories and ocean-going
fleets, and not be confined to the subordinate and incident..l features of log
cabius and deer hides.—Tribune Farm-
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Lieutenant Beverley's trail* reported to uie this afternoon that his
pursuit had been quite successful. He
upon

caught his gaine."

Alice's voice came to her now. She
drew in a quivering breath of reJief.
"Then he is here—lie Is— You have
him a prisoner again?"
"A part of him. Miss Roussillon.
Enough to be quite sure that there is
one traitor who will trouble his king
Mr. Long Iialr brought In
no more.
the lieutenant's scalp."
Alice received this horrible statement
In silence, but her face blanched and
she stood as if frozen by the shock.
The shifty moon glimmer and the yellow glow of the lamp showed Hamilton to what an extent his devilish emelt.v hurt her. and somehow It chilled
him as if by reflection, but he could
not forego another thrust.
"He deserved hanging, and would
have got it had he been brought to me
alive. So, after ail. you should be satisfied. He escaped my vengeance and
Long Hair got his pay. You see. I am

slightly quavering

Mi^nunue. allnns voir si lu rusi·,
gut· Ct? matin ;tvolt «1« s. It se
Sa robe de.· j> urpc ait soli-il,
when Hamilton, after stealthily mounting the rough stairway which led to
Ι·.τ door, p-eped in through a spaeo
bet\vceu the slaiis and felt a stroke of
disappointment, seeing at a giance that
I'arnsworth was not there. H<> gazed
for some time, not without a sense of
villainy, while she continued her sweetIf his heart
ly menotonous reading.
had Itcen as lianl as the iron swlv»l
balls that lay beside Alice he must still
have felt a thrill of something like tenShe now showed 110
der sympathy.
trace of the vivacious saueincss which
had heretofore always marked her feu·
Uuv.t *\ umi sue ww m ins presence.
A dainty gentleness, touched with melancholy, gave to her face an appealing
look all the more powerful on account
of its unconscious simplicity of expres-

tiie chief sufferer."
These words, however, fell without
effect upon the girl's cars. In which
was booming the awful, stornilikc roar
She did not see
of her excitement.
Her
her persecutor standing there.
vision, unhindered by walls and dis-

sion.
The man felt an impulse pure and
nob;»·, which would have borne him
hack tlnwii the holder and away from
th bniiding had not a stronger one set
boldly in the opposite direction. There
was a -hart struv rl" with the soared
reii r:nt of his better nature, and then
he tried to open the door, but it was

tance, went straight away to a place
iu the wilderness where, all ùftaugled
and disfigured, Beverley lay dead. A

She
broke from her lips.
dropped the heavy swivel baUtf, end
then, like a bird, Iwiftlj, with a rns
tling «wool» she went past Hamilton
low

locked.

noise and
Alice heard tbe sliirlit
breakim: oil' ln*r reading turned to
Hamilton made another effort
look.
lu enter I» Core lie recollected that the
wooi! η key. or notch'^l lever, that eon·
th<* cumbrous wooden lock
tr <11 il
hung un a peg beside the door. Ile felt
for it along the wall, and seon laid his

had thr.wn her hair lrnck from her
face and neek; the lamp's nickering
light seemed suddenly to have magnified her stature and euhaneed her
beauty. !! »ι· b-iok lay on the tumbled
hand
wraps at her feet, and in either
she grasped a swlvi I shot.

combative

cry

loved name brimmed his heart with
sweet nese.
Clark went to meet them an they
strain.
lie hugged the gaunt lieu·
came In.
The inarch before thein lay over
munificent r>Inin. mostly prairie, Hcl tenant with genuine fervor of joy,
while Oncle .lazon ran around them
ns the <le! I a of the Nile, but extremely
ι making a series of grotesque capers,
difficult ι·» traverse. The distance,
the route letl. was about 170 miles. Or The whole command, hearing Oncle
account of an open and rainy wiutei Jazon's patriotic words, set up a wild
in
shouting on the spur of a general Im«11 the basins nnd flat
und:·ted, c.-trn presenting leagues o! pression that Beverley eame as a meswater ranging in depth from a feu senger bearing glorious news from
inches to thivo or four feet. Colone Washington's army in the east.
It was a great relief to Clark when
Clark unt! :·<;:»>. d perfe<% the stra
! ;,:<· importance of Vincennes as a pos< he found out that his favorite lieutenant had not broken his parole, but had
command ng the Wnbash and as f
of 'Γ·1;:;"1('ί1ΐ'η» «'ith the main instead boldly resurretulered himself,
ι·
: ·!* 'î of the Ohio am!
< ■··"
declaring the obligation no longer bindFrancis Yig<
ing and notifying Hamilton of his inI.ie Mississippi.
e.:st
u .Ver
fade!) had tention to go away with the purpose
it:uiy l:!tf ϋ î::i
of returning and destroying him and
··0U"t.t hi.,I a comprehensive and ac
his command. Clark laughed heartily
enrol·.* r»..n 01 ii::mi!rons strcngu;
when this explanation brought out
and the condition of the fort and gar
ι lii-i information confirmed hi* Beverley's tender Interest In Alice, but
rise:),
belief :hat ρ would be possible not on I \ he sympathized cordially, for he himself knew what love Is.
to «-.iptiire v'inccnnes, but I>etrolt a«
Although Beverley was half starved
well.
Just seven days after the mardi be and still suffering from the kicks and
him by Long Hair and his
gan the little army encamped for 21 blows given
run on the
night s rest at the edge of a wood, and warriors, his exhausting
here, just after nightfall, when the flrei trail of Clark and his band had not
worked him serious harm. All of the
were burning merrily and the smell oi
their utmost to
broiling buflalo steaks burdened tlx officers and men did
was fiWsted without
damp air. a wizened old man suddenly serve him. He
appeared, how or from where nobod.v stint and furnished with everything
He was dirty ami iii that the scant supply of clothing on the
had observed.
horses could afford for his comevery way disreputable in appearance pack
asked for an aslooking like an animated mummy fort. He promptly
to duty in liis company and
signment
til
his
a
shoulder
011
rifle
a
bearing long
such high enthusiwalking with the somewhat halting took his place with
his companions rega 'led him
activity of a very old yet vivacious ami asm that
None of them
energetic simian. < >f course it was On with admiring wonder.
Jazon suspected
cle Jazon, ( >nc|o Jazon sui generis," ai save Clark and Oncle
that love for a fair haired girl yonder
Father Beret had dubbed him.
Vincennes was the secret of his
"Well, here I am!" lie cried, tip In
zeal and intrepidity.
amazing
Colonel
which
tire
the
by
proaching
In one respect Clark's expedition was
Clark and some of his officers wert
in its equipment for the
cooking supper. "But ye can't guess in sadly lacking
march. It had absolutely no means of
a mile o· who 1 am to save ver liver*
transporting adequate supplies. The
an* lights."
horses were not able to carry
He danced a few stiff steps, which pack
more than a little extra ammunition,
made the water gush out of his tata few articles of clothing, some simtered moccasins, then doffed his nondecooking utensils and such tools as
ple
his
scaipless
script cap and nodded
were needed in improvising rafts and
head in salutation to the commander.
canoes.
Consequently, although bufClark looked inquiringly at him
falo and deer were sometimes plentiful,
while the old fellow grimaced mid
they furnished no lusting supply of
rubbed his shrunken chin.
I smelt yer fat a-fryin' snmepin' merit, because it could not be trans
like a mile away, an' it set my iu'ards ported, and as the army neared Vinto grumblln' for a snack, so I jes' cennes wild animals became scarce, so
thought I'd drap In on ye an' chaw that tiie men beuan to suffer from hunger when within but a few days of
wlttles wi'

last, that effort would not flag at an:
point s'tort of the topmost possibli

a'

lands'were

\ΐ

"^our

ye."

looks

are

their journey's end.
Clark made almost superhuman efforts in urging forward his chilled, walo·
ter soaked, footsore command,
ward the end of the long march a decided fall of temperature added ice
to tiie water through which our dauntless patriots waded and swam for

decidedly against

the colonel, with a dry
He had recognized Oncle Jasmile.
"I
zon after a little sharp scrutiny.
suppose, however, that we can .et you
gnaw the bonvs after we've got off th»1

you." remarked

meat."

"Thank 'ee, thank 'ce, plenty good,
Λ feller 'at's as hongry as I am kin go
through a bone like 21 fecsh through

disposition

to tiie aid of his baser passion
win η lie saw otiee more a defiant Hash
from !ns prisoner's face. It was easy
for him to be fascinated by opposition.
Ilelm had profited by this trait as
much as others Iwd suffered by it. but
in the case of Alice. Hamilton's mingled resentment and admiration were
but a powerful irritant to the coarsest
and most dangerous side of ills nature.
After some fumbling and delay he
fitted the key with a steady hand and
moved the wooden bolt, creaking and
Jolting, from its slot. Then flinging the
clumsy door wide open, he stepped In.
Alice started wlien she recognized the
midnight intruder, and a second deeper look into 1rs countenance undo her
brave heart recoil, while with a sink
iinr sensation her breath almost stopIt w s but a momentary weak

With but a breath of hesitation between {living the alarm and following
Alice silently ami alone he chose the
latter. lie was a swift runner ami light
footed. With « few bounds he reaehed
the little gate, which was still oscillatand
ing on its hinges, darted through
in desaway, straining cvçry muscle
perate pursuit, gaining rapidly in the
the
race, which bore eastward along
in
course twice before chosen by Alice

came

The wind shifted northwestertaking on a searching chill. Kach

miles.

ly,

gust. Indeed, seemed to shoot wintry

water."
Clark laughed and said:
"I don't see any teeth that you havt
worth mentioning, but your gums may
be unusually sharp."
a-a-s. 'bout as sharp as yeç wit
Colonel Clark, an' sharper *n yer eyes,
Ye don't know me, do
a long shot.
.ve? Take ernother squint at me. an'
see f ye kin 'member a good lookln'
man!"
"You have somewhat the appearance
of an old scamp of the name of Jazoc
that formerly loafed around with a

into the very marrow of the
The weaker ones began
to show the approach of utter exhaustion just at the time when a tinal s|-irt
of unflinching power was newled.
True, they struggled heroically, but nature was neariug the inexorable l.tui,
Without food, which
of endurance.
there was no prospect of getting, col-

splinters

men's bones.

lapse

to come.

was sure

Standing nearly waist deep in freezing water and looking out upon the

sealike llood that stretched far
away to the channel of the Wabash
and beyond, Clark turned to Beverley
and said, speaking low. so as not to
be overheard by any other of his officers or men:
•'Is it possible, Lieutenant Beverley,
that we are to fall, with Vincennes ai

muddy,

worthless gun on his shoulder, and
used to ruu from everv Indian he saw

down yonder in Kentucky." Clark held
out his baud and added cordially:
"How are you, Jazon, my old friend,
and where upon earth have you come

from '!"
Oncle Jazon pounced upon the hand
and gripped it in his own knotted lingers, gazing delightedly up into Clark's
bronzed and laughing face.
"Where'd 1 mue frumV I come frum
Fust time I ever got
ever'wheres.
lost In all my born days. I've been a
trompin' round in the water seems

most ill si^iit of usV"
"No. sir. it is not possible." was the
firm reply.
"Nothing must, nothing
Look at that brave child.
can, stop us.
He sets the heroic

example."

Beverley pointed as he spoke
boy but fourteen years old. who

using his drum

np while he
the men.

like a week, crazy as a plzened rat. not
21-kiiowiu north f'oui south tier niv
big toe foui a turnip! Who's got some
tobacker'i"
Oncle Jazon's story, when presently
he told if. interested Clark deeply.
He and Kenton had, with wise judgthe
ment.
^eparated 011 escaping from
Indian camp, Kenton striking out for
Kentucky, while Oncle Jazon went to-

as a

at

a

was

lloat to bear him
swum beside

courageously

"I can't shoot wo'th a cent." he
wliln-d as they took their pinces In the
cranky pirogue, "but I might J·'»' happen to kill a squlr'l or a elephant or
eoniepin' *uoth«'r."
"Very well!" shouted Clurk in a loud,
cheerful voice, when they had paddled
away to a considerable distance. "Bring
the meat to the woods on the hill yonder." pointing to a distant Island-like
ridge far beyond the creeping flood.
"We'll be there ready to eat it!"
He said this for the ears of his men.
They heard and answered with a straggling but determined chorus of approval. They crossed the rolling current of the Wabash by a tedious procfound
ess of ferrying, and at last
themselves once more wading in back
water tip to their armpits, breaking in*

It was
inch thick as they went.
the closing struggle to reach the high
wooded lauds. Many of them fell exhausted. but their stronger comrades
lifted them, holding their heads above
water, and dragged them on.
an

Clark, always leading, always inspiring. was first to set foot on dry land

He shouted triumphantly, waved his
sword and then fell to helping the men
Tills neenmout of the freezing flood.
plishcd. lie ordered tires built, lint
there was not a sol4ler of them all

whose bauds could clasp an ax handle,
weak and numbed with cold were
t!iey. lie was not to be baffled, however. If tire could not be had. exercise
it·*is* s.»rve Its purpose.
Hastily pouring some powder into his hand, he
dampened it and blacked Ills face.
"Victory, men. victory!" he shouted,
taking off his hat and beginning to
leap and dance. "Come on! We'll
have a war dance and then a feast as
soon as the meat arrives that I have
sent for. Pance, yon brave lads, dance!
so

Victory!

Victory!"

The strong men. understanding their
colonel's purpose, took hold of the delicate ones, and the leaping, the capering. the tumult of voices and the
stamping of slushy moccasins with
which they assaulted that stately forest must have frightened every wild

thing thereabout Into

deadly rigor.

a

Clark's irrepressible energy and optimism worked a veritable charm upon
his faithful but almost dying compan

Ions in arms. Their trust In him made
them feel sure that food would soon
be forthcoming. The thought afforded
It
a stimulus more potent than wine.
drove them into an ecstasy of nanti··
motion and show tin;; which s«hui warm
ed them thoroughly.
It is said that fort un*
brave.

favors the

larger meaning of the
may be given thus: God

The

sentence

guards those who deserve his protêtlion. History tells us that ju>i i/hen

Clark halt>-<l his command almost in
sight of Vincennes—Just when hunger
was about t·
prevent the victory so
close to his grasp—a party of ΙΓ ;
scouts brought in the haunch ol' a buffalo captured from some Indians. The
scouts were Beverley and Oncle .lazon
And with the meat they brought Indian kettles in which to cook it.
With consummate forethought Clark
arranged to prevent his men doing
themselves Injury by bolting their fowl
ltroth was
or eating it half cooked,
liret made and served hot; then small

bits of well broiled steak were doled
out, until by degrees the line etlect ot
nourishment sel iu. and all the command felt the fresh courage of healthy
reaction.
"I ain't no gin'ral, nor corp ral. nor
iiothin'." remarked oncle .lazon to
Colonel Clark, "but f I s you I'd h ist
iu the
ill· every dad dinged ole llag
rig'ment, w en I i;<>t ready to sh· w my
self to 'em. an" I'd make 'cm think,
bout
over yander at the fori, at I bad
ninety thoiisau' men. Mit'd skeer that
sandy facet! gov'norover there till h>·'.;
think his backlHiuc was u-cotuiii' out'n
ilii by the roots."
Clark laughed, but his face showed
th:i( the oltl man's suggestion struck
liini forcibly and Seriously.
"We'll see ah· nt that presenile
Wait till we reach the
Oncle .lazon.
hill yonder, from which th· whole town
we II
can observe »·ηι· maneuvers; tIk n

try it.

maybe."

Once more the uien were lined up.
the roll call gone through with satis
factor!ly and the i|iicstion put:
"Are we r.-ady for another plunge
through the mud and wnu-r':"
The answer came iu the nflirtuaiive.
with a unanimity not to be mi taken
The weakest heart ·>ι' them all beni

want ivsisKtisKia.

Tin· itiforiii.ttion that Beverley would
be shot as solπ as In* was returned to
Hamilton mused Colonel Clark serious
that
worry of mind. Not only the fact
Beverley. who had been a charming
friend and η most gallant otllcer. was
now in sueli imminent danger, Imt the

Again
to the time of the charge step.
Clark and Beverley clasped hands ami
took the lead.
When thev reached the next high

Ourle Jnzon's acthat he liad broken his parole
was deeply painful to the brave and
scrupulously honorable commander.
Still friendship rose above regret, and
Clark resolved to push his little col-

impression (given by

WEEDS

count!

and down the stair.
For perhaps) a full minute the man umn forward all the more rapidly,
stnpcticd. 'hoping to arrive in time to prevent the
there
motionless,
stood
amazed, and m fteu at length he recov- impending execution.
ered himself it was with dillicidty that
Next morning the march was resum10 very thing seemed
he followed her.
ed at the break of daw.i, but a swollen
the
to hinder him. When he reached
stream caused some hours of delay,
open air. however, he <piickl.\ regained during which Beverley himself arrived
his activity of both mind and body from the rear, a haggard and weirdly
The
and looked in all directions.
unkempt apparition. He had been for
clouds were breaking into parallel three
days following hard on the arbetween.
of
sticaks
with
sky
masses
track, which lie came to far westmy's
the
aslant
against
The moon hanging
ward. Oncle «tizon saw him first in
bine peeped forth just in time to show
the distance, and his old but educated
while
ldm a flying tignre which, even
eyes made no mistake.
he looked, reached the postern, opened
"Yandcr's that youugster Beverley!"
it and slipped through.
"Ef it ain't I'm a
exclaimed.

Then again he peeped
hand on il.
through to s.*o Aliee. who was now
etundiug upright, near the swivel. She
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products,

sô pounds potash. A formula on this
basis would carry 5 parts nitrogen, 2
NOTICE.
parts phosphoric acid andS parts potash.
The subscriber hereby give» notice that he
In preparing a tield for a crop the needs
of the
i-ccn duly appointed administrator
of the soil to rentier it fertile are how•-late of
of
late
Paris.
BRHiGS,
H.
GEORGE
ever of grester moment than the special
t:ie County of Oxford, deceased, and given
needs of a particular crop. The results
Is as the law llrects. All person» having
are
of numerous field experiments indicate
ands agatnst the estate of said deceased
and
-'red to ure-ent the -ame for settlement,
that the potato does best in a soil abun'i 'ebted thereto are requested to m:tke paynecessary to success. Take good care
with all fertilizing eleof the heifer calf ami the heifer when dantly supplied
■nt Immediately.
the early stages of growth
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
'an I'.th. 1!«>4.
she is no longer a calf. Save heifers from ments. In
nitrogen is particularly demanded and
cows that make the most profit out ot
hence a consideiable part of the nitrogen
NOTICE.
the feed they consume.
Later when
water soluble.
!'rio -ubscrllier hereby gives notice that he has
Other things being equal, save heifers should be
and
are being formed the especial
η tu It appointe· executor of the la-t will
from cows that have constitutional vigot the tubers
testament of
comes for phosphoric acid and
sufficient to enable them to work to a demand
Μ ΜίΤΙΙ \ II Κ A RRIΝ GT» »N. Is te of Frveburs.
All
potash.
deceased.
persons
of
Oxford,
lu
e County
good old age.
If a farmer has not experimented with
h ivlng leniands against the estate of said deProvide plenty of betiding. Sawdust
■··! arc desired to present the same for seulehis soil so as to know to what fertilizing
Build
is
the
air.
to
the
hest
for
it
purifies
M-i t
and all Indebted thereto are re«)ue>-ted
elements it most readily and profitably
Tient immediately
a silo, till it to the top with the best corn
m.tkr )■
WILLIAM H. HATCH.
Jan l'Jth. 1904.
responds, he must use a formula and one
can
you
grow.
aboutto SJ per cent, nitrogen,
Kaise clover, and in quautity. Be carrying
5 to 0 per cent available phosphoric acid
NOTICE.
gentle and cheerful in the care of your
4 to 5 per cent potash will usually
the
stock aud greater profit will be realized. and
In tiif Dtstrif. Court of the United states for
he found as profitable as auy. Bearing
lu Bankruptcy.
I>i-trl t of Maine
in miud that there is no such thing as
i
In 'he matter o*
Exposure of The Dairy Cow.
si Μ Ν ERF. KIMBALL.
J In Bankruptcy.
"best" fertilizer and that different conThe dairymen need not bo told that
of Waterford, Β ukrupt. »
ditions make differeut demands, some
In the
To the creditor»-of-um er F. Kimball
cows to run in
the
nf
allowing
practice
:
such formula as the following can be
County of < >xfor»l and district aforesaid
of
the Held «luring the daytime in winter i*
Notice Is hereby given that on t e iiird day
satisfactorily used per acre until by exwas
Kimball
F.
an nnpi Ktitiible <»ue. because experiencc
the said Stunner
Jan., A. I>.
the lirst
perimental knowledge of his own soil
dulv adjudicated hank'Upt. and that
bas taught such many a bitter lesson,
ourt
the individual farmer has
requirements
meeting of his creditors will l>e hel I nt the
However,
of Feb.,
·Λ hilftMl· onf>
says Farmer and Stockman.
House. In »outh Paris, on the loth dav
wlreh
at
a
few
forenoon,
who
th*
In
there are many farmer*
keep
V I). I'M. at 10o'clock
One hundred pounds nitrate of soda
their
time the said c·editors may attend, prove
cows to -uppiv dairy products for the
2<H) pounds cotton seed meal, 500 pounds
claims, appoint a tru-tec. examine lite bankrupt,
to
milk
furnish
and
also
enough
house,
and tran-act such other bu- Ines- as may properly
line bone tankage, 400 pounds acid phosraise a few calves, who do uot seem to
come In-fore said meeting
phate, and 200 pounds muriate, or perSouth I'arls. Jan. .3, l'JOt
realize the lo.-.s that is induced by the
UEO. A. WILSON,
haps better sulphate, of potash. These
Referee lu Bankruptcy.
exposure of cow s to the winter's zephrys. g->ods are very concentrated and would
The cow is a highly nervous creature,
probably be more evenly applied if mixthis being specially true if her milking ed
with 500 lbs. dry loam, muck, or some
NOTICE.
qualities are highly developed. Milk is similar tine material. This weight of
largely the result of the breaking down materials would carry 02 pounds nitroof cell structure in the udder, which in
water
gen, of which about two lifths is
turn is regulated in a marked degree by
180 pounds phosphoric acid, of
soluble,
the nervous forces. It therefore stauds which two thirds is available, and 102
to reason that the animal which receives
pounds potash.
the best treatment, that is kept under
While the 100 ponnds of available
normal conditions of temperature will
acid in this formula s about
phosphoric
give the best results.
four timos the amouut removed by the
We do not infer that it is not advisincrop, the best experimental evidence
able to turn the dairy cow out for an dicates that a
NOTICE.
liberal appplication of
insist
we
do
but
day,
airing every
available prosphoric acid is profitable
that during a largo part of the winter for
Since phosphoric acid
potatoes.
better results will be obtained for the does uot leach from the soil the excess
food consumed if thecow has at all times Mill be available for the following grain
rtable quarters. Of and
com
to
access
of
grass crops. Following a crop
course if she is obliged to rove over the
manured as above usually a
potatoes
lields iu order to obtain her food she good crop of clover could be grown by
cannot then take advantage of shelter, the use of 200
pounds per acre of a comso that it become necessary to supply
fertilizer for a ''starter," and 200
plete
of
the dairy cow with plenty
good food, pounds of muriate of potash. This last
in comfortable quarters, if the best re- with the
phosphoric acid left in the soil
Κ. W. ΓΗ IMII.KK,
sults are expected.
would furnish the ueeded minerals, and
haudle
to
some
It takes
forethought
the clover would obtain its needed nitrothe dairy cow profitably, but if she is
gen from the air.
fed in a common sense manner and is
Nitrate οΓ soda carries about 10 per
not exposed to the gales of winter she ceut
nitrogen, all of which is water soluof
WINDOWS
any
I will furnish IMX>US an,l
w ill prove her right to the title of being
ble,
High grade cotton seed meal,
stie or Style at reasonable prices.
the
oue of the most profitable animals on
4.". per cent of protein, has
carrying
farm. It is a waste of food to feed a full about 7 per cent nitrogen, 2 per cent
ration night and tnorniiig, and then turu
acid and one per cent potash.
be- phosphoric
çows to the stalks during the day,
grade
tinely ground bone tankage
High
food
the
cause a considerable portion of
cairies 5 to 0 percent nitrogen, about
locomotion
into
transformed
and
will be
and Job Work. energy and in keeping the body warm. one-third of which is water soluble,
about 15 per cent phosphoric acid, oneaale.
for
cow's
Koarile
the
Floor
conserve
dairy
means
Wool
all
Match» Marl
By
half of which is available. Muriate or
energy to the greatest possible exteut, sulphate of potash each carry about 50
!.. U.
can be'
aud especially keep her from using her
per cent potash. The tankage
ftH>d for fuel purposes over and above obtained of the
Portland Rendering
meal
what is normally required iu a state of
Company, Portland, the cotton seed
of
nature.
at any feed store, and the chemicals
The SagaBlack Stallion
any fertilizer manufacturer.
dahoc Fertilizer Company, BowdoinGame Law Unconstitutional.
ham, and the Parmenter & Paisley
A recent decision by a justice of the
Peabody, Mass.,
York state in re- Fertilizer Company,
New
of
court
supreme
havo taken licences to sell unmixed
of
during
game
to
the
possession
gard
chemicals in Maine iu 11)04.
the closed season will make it much
•»r
Cuas. D. Woods, Director.
l_~L Λ l/Snf* »
enforce
a
more difficult for the wardens to
the' law against dealers. In this case
Dare Devil, record 2109. tish dealers were arrested for having in
Bearing in mind that "fertility of the
trout during the land is its power to produce crops," and
brook
their
March,
possession
Lord
dam of
Dam,
closed season. The dealers claimed that that the physical texture of the soil is
:2i 1-2.
iu
2:11 1-2, and Point Dexter, 2
these trout were imported from Canada one of the most important factors
harrowing,
it was unconstitutional to de- fertility, tillage—plowing,
and
that
circular.
for
Send
have those cultivating, and hoeing—which goes so
prive tbeui of their right to Their
confar towards providing suitable texture,
tish >n stock and for sale.
W. J
tention has been borne out by the high-i ceases to bo a matter of mere drudgery
Maine est court in the state, which decides and becomes one of the most interesting
South Paris,
that the tish and game law is an inter- a:id suggestive of farming operations.
ference with the property rights and
PHOTOGRAPHIC liberty of the citizen and is contrary to
Feeding scrubs is, and always will be,
the provisions of the United States conα
supplies !
business. Breed type cuts
stitution.— Boston Herald.
The high
a big figure in marketing.
w. p.
or pure bred animal cost no more
too
of

"Every Inch

,-vtl'H 1 1 IM >

ing.

same

Attorneys at Law,
MAINE
BETHEL,
ElleryC-Park
'.twin E- Herrlck.

λ

I

ax,

MAINE
CoI*cilone a epe-'&lt.

SUBWAY,

THK

Misrepresented.
Material injustice seems to be done to
the state of Maine by regarding it and
treating it as chiefly a wiliierness region,
given up to hunting, trapping and AshMaine

CurrthiiHjtiilt nce un practical agricultural toplce
Is nolletteil
A<l<lree«i all communications lu
tocile«l for thli» department to IIknkv D.
H vwmonu, Agricultural K'lltor Oxfonl Dcm·
ocrat. Parts. He.

To Make

Auctioneer,

Licensed

"8FRK1>

I

Democrat.

Oxford

The

"Γίιν Zhorzh VimiiUon!''

Clark's clouded face floured once
"You are right," lie said. "Come
on! We must win or die!"
"Sergeant I»owit," lie added, turning
to an enormously tall and athletic man
near by, "take that little drummer and
ills drum on your shoulder and 1<- uI the
him pound
way. and. sergeant, make
that drum like the devil boating tan
more.

ba rk!"
The huge man caught tlx.· spirit of
Ills commander's order. In a twinkling
lie had the boy astride of his neck with
the kettledrum resting on his head.
and~4hen the rattling music Itogau.
Clark followed, pointing onward with
Ids sword. The half frozen and tottering soldiers sent up a shout that went
back to where Captain Bowman was
bringing up the rear under orders to

he

squaw!"

Nor did he parley further on the subject, but set off at a rickety trot te
meet and assist the fagged and excited
*

young man.
Clark had given Oncle Jazon hit
flask, which contained a few gills ol
whisky. This was the first thing of
fered to Beverley, who wisely took
but a swallow. Oncle Jazon was sc
elated he waved Ills cap on high and
unconsciously falling into French, yell
ed in a piercing voice:
,
Vive It
"Vive Zliorzh Vasinton!
banniere d'Alice Roussi Hon!"
Seeing Beverley reminded him ol
As for Beverley
Alice and the flag.
the sentiment braced him and the be'

Consumption is a human
.· « <1 nourishing best in weak
Like other weeds it's
■'·; s.
•jasily destroyed while young;
when old, sometimes inipO:>ii)ic.

Strengthen the lungs as you

\νοι·ϋ

weak

!-» will

we

land

disappear.

The best

lung

the

and

fertilizer is

.droit's Emulsion. Salt pork
i. ;;ood too, but it is very hard
to

ti

digest.

The time
η

to treat consumpis when you begin trying

ground they gazei! inuilcinv a«vr.;s tin·
slushy prairie («loi tu wh.-tv. dm
..

slight elevation, old Vlnceuiies and
Fort Sark ville lay In full view.
Beverley stood apart. A rusli of sen-

sations affected liitn so that he shook
like one whose strength was gone. His
Fort and tov, :i,
vision was blurred.
swimming in a mist, wort.· si;, at and
still. Save the British flag twinkling
above Hamilton's headquarters not h
in}; Indicated that the plaee was not
deserted. And Alice? With the sweet
d
name's echo Bevorlev's heart bound
then sank fluttering at tin* recol-

high,

lection that sh" was either yonder at
the mercy of Hamilton or already the
victim of an unspeakable cruelty. Was
it weakness for him to lilt his Hasp**!
hands heavenward and send up η voice-

less prayer?
A little later Dark approach··! h.istlly and said:
"I have been looking for you. The
and
Bowman
march has begun.
Charleville are moving. < 'orne; th· re's
ιιυ

time to lose."

[TO
What

tn

BE

(XtNTIKUKD.J
Ultlt

Kn(

III·· Klnv*ra,

A man who has forgotten to get maried and is consequently obliged to dine
ilioiit town in various restaurants nays
that he can rcadil> |Ack oui persona
not accustomed to «lining away from
home from their b.*\pi rlciice in using
At table d'hote places
their tinkers.
especially things are served as course·
which are expected to 1m· eaten with
Xo idea as to what is
the lingers.

lie obtained frotu Hie waiters,
is the custom to put cutlery
enough for the entire meal on the table
with the soup.
with the tin
Olives should lie can
gere, though many of the uninitiated
try to split them with a fork. Asparagus should be eaten with the lingers.
That is why the cook does not throw
(Jreçu corn
sauce over the root ends.
should I·»· eaten with the lingers and
not scraped from the cob with a knife.
Spaghetti should he eaten with a folk
and a crust of bread. In Italian res·
taurants a man who cuts his spaghetti
into small pieces with a knife, as he
would salad, is looked upon as a rank
outsider. New York I'ress.

ri^ilit

for

call

it

The

I'eunut.

The home of the peanut, or ground
pea (also often called pindar and gooben, is hclifvyd to he Brazil, although
It very soon spread to Africa. China,
Japan and India and was η gnlzed
valuable agricultural product in
as a
these countries long before it was cul»
tivated ou a large scale in its native
ν>11. which w.is not until the year 1*70
In the old world, however, it has always been planted and harvested for
the sake of tlit' oil that it yields. This
is said to rival olive oil in quality and
The
to l»e used for Ilie same purposes.

nuts raised in the east are far richer
in oil Iliaii the American varieties.
The must popular of the American
peanuts is the "Virginia riiiiuiiig variety." The pod and nut of the Virginia
variety are twice as large as those of
the North Carolina or African peanut.
The Spanish nuts, usually sold only
after I icing shelled aud salted, are still

smaller, but of excellent flavor.

Ten*

has two varieties, called the
white and the red, the kernels of the
latter having a dark red skin.
lie-see

Ilet·'»

Unitlc

Mirror.

There are several accounts of the
ma liner in which the famous gunpowder plot <Τ Ι'Κ».", was discovered, but
among the students of occult science
the belief is that its timely discovery
was made by Or. Ji hn 1 >ee by means
of a magic mirror, l'roof of how general this belief was at one time is given
by the fact tliat in some editions of
the Common l'rayer Book, published in
the eighteenth century. Is to hi· found
au engraving Inserted liefore the service for Nov.
depicting a circular mirror on ii stand in which is the reliéetlun of the houses of parliament by
night and a person carrying a dark

lantern. On the left side are two men
in the costume of the jyign of King
James looking into the mirror. On the
right side at the top the eye of Providence throws a ray on to the mirror.
Beneath are legs and hoofs, as If evil

spirits

wen»
Α

making their exit.
Place tu

(ιοοιΙ

Avoid.

In the northern Sliaii states, on the
border of Burma, then· Is a tribe called
the Wild Was. Tlii'se people propitiate
with human skulls th·· demons whom
they worship, outside every village in
their country there are many |x>sts, all
in one line. decked with human skulls.
Λ niche is cut in the back of each post,
with a ledge on which the skull can
rost and grin through η hole in front
of It. Every village lias a dozen and
some :ih many m a hundred of these
head posts. I'rcsh skulls are in special
request at harvest time and are purchased for large sums, those of distinguished visitors being particularly desired.

Nile Sliul.

Λ story is I old of Count Schouvaloff,
a former Russian ambassador to KngInud. Me greatly admired Kngllshwo·
men and was heartily annoyed when
While
lie ο ilVnded any one <>f them.
he was in l.oiiden l.e learned Knglish,
and, having heard on· famous Knglish
beauty say '•Shut up!" to another, he
Imagined it to be a phrase of polite
agreement, such as "Say no more." In
tills sense he himself address d it to
un illustrious lady the next night at
dinner, to the lady's consternation, ami
his own when later he discovered his
mistake.

hide it from
yourself.
I'lnyed nn Orgim.
hhers see it, you won't.
The little daughter of a well known
can't
Don't wait until you
New York musician was much chathe other day by the ingenuous
grined
deceive
longer.
any
or
yourself
shoot o.vory man that straggled
Said the
a "new friend."
remark
stockade.
the
leaving
first
I
thought little girlofproudly:
shrank from duty.
Ikgin with the
If
Now came a time when not a mouth- to take Scott's Emulsion.
"My father is au organist."
ful of food was left. A whole day they
CHAPTER XVII.
"And does he have a monkeyV" was
isn't really consumption so
it
faint
growing
starving,
on,
floundered
A MARCH TllltOl'OlI COL1) WATER.
soon the prompt rejoinder.
will
fallthe
the
much
better;
temperature
or
at
you
every step,
the 5th day of February,
Three Men.
ing, the lee thickening. They camped forget it and be better for the
1770. Colonel George Rogers
next
they
morning
on high land, and
are three sorts of men In the
There
the
iicross
Clark led an army
treatment. If it is consumpheard Hamilton's distant sunrise gun
world—three, and no more. And of
Ivaskaskia river and camped.
water.
the
tion you can't expect to be women only one. There are happy
over
boom
inarch
ped.
This was the tirst step iu ids
said
"One half ration for the men."
ness. however, followed by vigorotn
cured at once, but if you will men and there are knaves and fouls,
toward the Wabash. An army! I»o not Get the Most
And to my
count.
looking disconsolately in the
f Clark,
reaction.
smile. Fewer than 200 men, it is true,
in time and will be hybrids I don't fools
are very much
direction whence the sound had come. begin
Food
Your
mind knaves and
Father
Out
when
cnll
roll
the
of
answered
"Just five mouthful» apiece, even, itiul rigidly regular in
your treat- alike.—"Ijove and Mr. Lewishani."
You don't and can't if your stomacl !
Clbault lifted the cross and blessed
I'll have Hamilton and his fort with- ment
win.
will
di
not
does
is weak. A weak stomach
you
Abortion Prevented them.
in forty-eight hours."
A Scotch Sentence.
It was an army, small indeed, but
all that is ordinarily taken into it
Scott's Emulsion, fresh air,
gest
"We will have the provisions, colonel.
Saved a Calf-8aved a Foal.
Lord Itraxlield admitted the abilities
so
rudely It
an army, even though
t<
it
fails
yet
what
and
Bevget« tired easily,
or 1 will die trying to get them,"
I lost four calves and
lest all you can, eat all you of a criminal who was undoubtedly an
equippt-d that, could we now see it be- digest is wasted.
HOOd
responded. "Depend upon me."
murderer, for the Judge
had three more cows thai
erley
|
fore us, we might wonder of what use
stomacl
can, that's the treatment and accomplished
canoes
Among the signs of a weak
They had constructed some
said, "Y're a clever chlel, but y'll be
Farm Showed signs of abortion it could |K)ssibly be in a military way. are uneasiness after eating, tits of ner
man."
in which to transport the weakest of that's the best treatment.
One lost her calf the yeai
nune the waur of a hanging, my
belch
set out on his
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"

before at a little over ï
months. She was about
7 m°ntb8 along and Jpi
Cure*
ν
\sui
Qdder was badly swollen,
I gave her Hood Farm Abortion Cure at
directed for three weeks. Th9 swelling all
left her and two months later she dropped
the best calf on the farm. I had a man
that showed signs of abortion. Gave her this
remedy and she foaled a.Uvlng colt." R. C
Thompson, Dowb, Iowa.
Two sizes—$1 and $2.50. Large four timet
dollar size. Call for treatise on Abortior
and Failure to Breed.
Hood Farm Remedies are Jor sale bj
F. A. Shdbtlxtf & Co., South Paris- Me.

Jtbortion

I

!

Clark knew when he
march to Vincenues that lie was not
Indulging a vlsionnry impulse. The
enterprise was one that called for all
that manhood could endure, hut not
more. With the genius of a born leader he measured Ids task by bis means.
He knew ids own courage and fortItude and understood the best capacity
of his men. He had genius—that is he
the secret of extracting from

possessed

himself and from his followers the last
refinement of devotion to purpose.
There was h certulntv. from first to

vous

ing.

headache, and disagreeable

"I have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla a t
different times fur stoi'iach troubles, and 1
havi
run down condition of he system, and
I
been greatly bene.ited oy its use-. I woulc
trou
not be without it in my family. I am
atom
weak
bled especially iu summer with
noli and nat:«ca and (ind Hood's Sarsaparilli 1
Invaluable." K. li. Hickman, W.Chester, Pa

Hood's

Sarsaparilic !

and Pills

Strengthen and tone the stomach
(be whole digestive system.

am

■

the men.
"I will take a dugout and some picked fellows. We will pull to the wood
some
yonder, and there we shall find
kind of game which has been forced to
shelter from the high water."
It was α cheerful view of a forlorn
hope. Clark grasped the hand extendened by Beverley and they looked
couragingly into each other's eyes.
Jazon volunteered to go In the

Oncle

pirogue. He
everything.

t

was

ready

for

anything,

We will send you'
a little of the Emulsion free.
Re «lire that (his
the Inrtn ni a label
wiapner ol every
Lmuluon you buy.

in
picture
on the
u

bottle ol

SCOTT & BOWNE»
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y.
5<y. and ft: «11 druggist».

—Hard Scotch.
HI·

Dliapptarl·· Fulw.

"My!" exclaimed the doctor. "You've
hardly any pulse today!"
"Well, don't you remember, doctor,"

replied the patient, "you took It when
ï"—Yotiker»
you were here yesterday
Statesman.
He who has no vision of eternity will
get a true hold of time.—Carlyle.
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

Mise Frye of Augusta is in town solicithome" in
Paris Wednesday to ing funds for the "children's
Augusta.
attend the funeral of a relative.
The many friends of E. L. Harvey,
Several of the telephone stockholder·
note with pleasure that he
went to West Sumner Thursday to at- Bowdoin Ό5,
has been chosen to speak for the Bradtend the annual meeting.
and the three
The marriage of Chas. K. Buck and bury prize in February,
in March with
Mr·. Anna Pike occurred Thursday, not winners will complete
Mrs

were
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I99UKD TITÏ9DAT9.

Pari* Hill.
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Bethel.

Bockfleld.
C. H. Tuttle and C. Η. Prince

riret Baptist Church, Bot. H. H. Blahop,
Paalor.
Preaching every Sonday at 11 A. M.
Μ. T. P. 8. C. S. 9unday
Su nil* τ School at
afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening Service at JO

"at

South

Loved.
West Pari·.
Albert Kimball seems to gain from bis
At the last meeting of the Wednesday
illness but very slowly.
Dlub a good number were present. After
The recent storms bave so increased
a parlia1 iurrent topics were discussed,
that
Elva E. the deptb of snow in the woods
Mrs.
was
drill
by
given
nentary
is becoming quite difficult.
Locke. A question box was then in- logging
A party of fishermen from Massaxoduced for the first lime which proved
for a few
a chusetts have been at the hotel
i nteresting and instructive. This was
on the ponds in
luck
had
and
good
days
leviation from the regular meeting
in Sweden.
1 is it was voted that the last meeting
Willie McKeen is driving the morning
»ch month should be given to general
of fancy stage to Fryeburg at present.
;opics. A dainty luncheon and
The membere of the Ladies1 Library
all pro»kee and cocoa was served
since Club will give a supper and entertainι lounced it one of the best meetings
ment at Odd Fellows' Hall next Friday
;he organization of the club. Mrs. L. C.
The entertainment will be an
Hates has been elected as vice-president. evening.
Maids' Convention.
Sheriff Tucker of South Paris was in Old

SIRES AND S0N8.
Dr.
wears

aim by Frederick IV.
Samuel J. Crawford was the youngest
and is now the
governor of Kansas
war govsole survivor of the Union
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Cut Price Sale

ernors.

vote eight
The Duke of Norfolk might
Wednesday, as previously announced. Amherst.
as he has
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lawrence are
times in the house of lords,
The bans were sealed by Rev. Mr.
Cal.
that the
Editor· u4 Proprietor·.
p. m.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at Athearn at the home of the bride s moth- passing the winter in Pasadena,
eight titles, but it happens
7 JO. JCovenant Meeting the last Friday beiore
The best quality of dry wood is still
er in the morning, and the parties were
(jEOKOB M ATWIXJL)
A. E. FoKBlA.
"one man. one vote."
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rule
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at
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the market
of
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
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East
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Mrs. Hubbard returned Friday from to all, and in taking her leave to make her play the Berlin High
Paris
Hon. James S. Wright of South
are xlvvn threw connective lueertlone for $1.AD
defeat.
who achome among strangers she goes with the boys won but the girls suffered
her visit to New York.
There is nothing for news but the
or two last week.
Sergeant Julius Fredericks,
a
per loch lu length of column. Special coutract·
Mr. Robert Bisbee is at home from if as in the place day
to
with local, transient an<l yearly advertl·
Regular meeting of directors of Paris best wishes of all. Mr. Buck is not
A. Swan has decided to weather and everybody knows that day companied Greely on his expedition
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Miss
of
School
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a
ere.
Massachusetts
Hill Library Association with the presi- unknown to many people here, being
from which only six
in Auburn for the present, and by day.
-emain
arctic
regions,
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the
to
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and
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mother
with
spend
Job Ρiustimo:— New type, faut presse», steam dent, Miss F. A. Hammond, Wednesday. native of the town and has many relaLester Bean closed the winter term of
died In Indianaplias gone into the shoe shop to work.
men returned alive,
t*wer, experience·! workmen and low price· Feb.
tives here. His home and place of busi- weeks' vacation.
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of
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parents
Thursday,
Anesta Eastman, clerk.
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this winnee» complete and popular
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Coming Events.
a freight
These services will be ed a 2 cent dividend. Doubtless he lias very promptly taken and
at 7:30 o'clock.
at Rumford Falls, spent the past week at 6. K. Hastings' escaped being run down by
exercises showed most faithful work on the Knight Templars
conducted by Kev. E. A. Davis, gospel money to loan.
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,
there
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a
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Mr. Davis was
a good
Going down street Friday morning I the part of the
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"You came very near killing
of the pupils. tend a grand meeting of Strathglass
Maine News Notes.
until recently pastor of the Baptist saw smoke emerging from a door in tbe ing interest on the part
last Friday evening.
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Commandery
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town
and
The
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church in Oldtown. He is now a state second story of R. C. Thomes' store on
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of
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is busy with custom sawing.
Muslin I'nderweAr Sale.
the New England telephone Co. in
been presibroad culture and genial personality and mation, and in less time than it takes to will be re-elected for next year.
from by
other citizens who has ever
Cut Price Sale.
The "dollar party" at Garland Chapel man has improved arrangements
Portland, was killed Thursday by conof Martin
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that
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a
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Van
of how the dollars were building.
Queen Quality.
meetings Tuesday and Friday afternoons but at this stage of proceedings we are The accounts
Old inhabitants say that not since the Theodore Roosevelt—in all, eighteen,
Slelxh for Safe.
Mrs. Persis Childs Shedd of Portland
earned to add to the parsonage fund
in
statement of Commercial Culon Assurance at 2:30, and if there will be other after- not informed of particulars.
has beea visiting Mrs. Levi Shedd the famous freeze-up of the Penobscot
exclusive of his own two.
Company
J. M. Ford and wife of West Sumner were very interesting.
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Every
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vote Thursday to attend the telephone
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the Western
I never was aware how handy it is to was announced and a most hearty
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Baptist I aqueduct froze up.
during the
Alice Dunham, who came from Portlanc
one of the field telegraphers
V A Kit υ
IHU.OSOl'HY, FROM SKLI.INO Circle atCuminings Hall Friday evening, I
Commencing with David Record, com- ciety served a supper in Pattee Chapel, with her mother, Mrs. May Dunham
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a
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a
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by
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over
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variety
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turning
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following
ty law has produced mighty
care for Mrs. Carrol
but escaped and leached
Miss Alice Billings went to Lewiston when she came to
Confederates,
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marie
towns,
tertainment and a social time. Thert Turner Street, to W. W. Tuttle's, the
been
Returns have
by
A. Bacon, came down with them soor
I last house, in all a half mile, more or Friday to begin a course of instruction after
was a good attendance.
hedge- the Union lines in safety.
she arrived, and now Mrs. Bacor and they represent nearly 00,000
Miss
Heading a sermon of Minot J. Savage
is "a senof
about $15,000,
The tire escape at Academy Hall has less, I tiud 29 dwellings, a library, two upon the violin with Mr. Holding.
bounties
with
total
Mr. Column «if Maryland
that they hav< hogs
is
It
them.
has
our
for
been
reported
lias
something
appetite
sharpened
already
The legislature
Mr. Morgan
been rebuilt, in the form of a stairwaj churches, a school house, Odd bellows Billings' violin playing
the school children and the end is not yet.
ator of the United States;"
commenced
among
more of his, and we went to the library
of good width and solid construction I Uall a town tool repository, a smitli well appreciated.
of a soverin anticipation of the working of the
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Still well entertain
of Alabama is "a senator
in quest of it. We found one book—
law made an appropriation of $500 to
running dowu the back side of the build shop and a house and grange hall conleast they have both
a party at whist at their home las ;
At
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Pond.
state."
Life Questious. While many work· of
eign
Bryant's
if the estiing from a door swinging outward ot templated. If 1 make no mistake there
Refreshments wen pay the bounty. It looks as
in debate on
fiction wear the marks of much usage,
so represented themselves
This is
Mrs. Eftie Rogers came home to her Friday evening.
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floor
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to the î*0's.
much more convenient
egress
generation parents Saturday
Miss Ada M. Briggs is visiting in Wor
all, but it is literally packed with good than has ever been there before, ant I
That diphtheria may live in packed even gone so far as to declare himself
!
on in close proximity on the ing condition of her grandmother, Mrs.
leading
Mass.
things from cover to cover. It is good would seem to provide full security lines of
clothing almost indefinitely is shown by
ambassador from the sovereign
progression, "weaker and wiser, Jane Billings, who is suffering with ofa cester,
The grange entertainment last Satur an incident which occurred in a York "an
problems in .igainst any disastrous results in case ο î I perhaps, to close up the gaps.
easy reading—profound
Her family have no hopes
cancer.
of Alabama."
ant I
state
was
of
technicalities
liberally
patronized
«very-day language—no
tire.
There are three young ladies in tlieir Mrs. Billings' recovery, but it is report- day evening
county village. A child died of dipha good sum was realized for their treas
style. It is all plain English, as life
theria and its mother packed its dresses
No young men below inau s ed that she is a little more comfortable
Under the auspices of the Universalis
teens.
excellen
ury. About 100 partook of the
questions should be.
and toys in a chest. The mother died 15
GOWN GOSSIP.
Circle, the "Old Maids' Convention" wa estate. Six children, and but two of this week.
The farce "Clarindie Cackler'
These words he puts into the mouth
afterwards and her daughter and
Hall Sa turd a; r these would seein to be indigenous to
a number from the village at- supper.
at Academy
Quite
presented
;
Clarindii years
was well played.
of a merchant millionaire, and then he
even
Courtship"
hanand
school
who
The Old Maids, in most won the soil. Two ministers, one justice tended the lyceum at the Chase
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The elliow sleeve for dinner and
grand-daughter,
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'Do you know you art evening.
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comments:
contents of the chest, were duly
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the
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derful costumes of varied antiquity of the peace, one trial justice, one sheriff, house Thursday evening and pronounced
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not very wise to find fault with me foi
representation of the "old maid.1' ThiF taken ill of diphtheria, although there iug gowns
took their scats in a circle on the stage one selectman. Six widows, two widow- it good.
velvet,
Leaves and flowers of cut
was taken by Mrs. Mildred
what I am doing? The fact of the mattei
had recently been no cases in the village.
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Is, you ought to know, that I don't know in the course of which
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Judging from the natural course ol the guest of Essie Bowker this
how to do anything else, and haven't
The W. C. T. U. held a gospe
John E. Sargent, a well known Port- ered. are favorite decorations on handAlden Chase still remains in a helpless
roast all the old bachelors and widower * events a decade will make great changes
service Sunday evening a
watch maker, met his death Mon- some gowns.
land
temperance
any taste for anything else. I've jusi of the
of
condition.
place, and incidentally some ο f on this line, and considering the lack
made three dollars on this barrel o!
Papers wer ? day morning in a peculiarly terrible
the Methodist chapel.
return to
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an
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laughable and entertaining affair, am Mere as they grow old, and unable to chusetts.
ladies' quartette. The regular W. C. Ί
But, after all, isu't it a pity that a man no one seems to have suffered
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To be continued in the Ledger.
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uake a show of tine furnishings, ami use t
•'he youuger ladies of South Paris
meat market. One of the Paris Adverat having stayed out so long.
than
to
egret
rather
this
for
The evening mr small earnings
α
-ea Monday evening.
Several of the members went to Bos- tising Co.'s make.
for the hope of a
Boss L. Bickford returned from his
«wins was pleasantly passed in play- 1 iv aside a portion
on Thursday night, to attend the meetI uturc home.
.unes aud in looking over the interwestern surveying trip the first of the
i ng of the New Hampshire Publishers'
to
the
securthe
One of
greatest helps
«
us antiquities of which there area
Lssociation which was held in that city, week.
i ug of a home is to "pay as you go,'' not
it many in the Morse house.
The many friends of Nathan N. Deni'hose of us who were unable to go to
from
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going
a
ο mu
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a former Norway citizen, are much
I loston returned home feeling very well son,
.s· m
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book
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pleased with the news that he has been
s atistied with the session.
the Congregational church
at
>ee just because you can
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verything you
Forme there was but one My in the promoted
fi.-sii.u evening. Feb. Id, instead of
if ever. Live on banthe Atlantic National Bank of Boston.
►ay in a month,
overoff
carried
«
be
the
will
intment.
my
Sombody
.d. Kev. li.S. Hideout
lock one month if need be, and get one
He is the son of the late Lucius Denison,
Societies invit- ] uonth's
f the evening.
will s hoes, and left in place of them another
pay in advance, then you
educated in Norway, and is thirty-eight
ι»ι· n
tice the change. TheotTer- j >e far more likely to check your desires | lair. The substitutes are in fully as
years of age.
λ
11 he f«>r home mission work.
V ood condition as mine, but they are
>nd save a dollar.
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when
Some of us can remember
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size
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a
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Hall Wednesday elected the following
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side- s aying a good deal for them. The fellow
ϋ .-.sin the intercollegiate debate I card, the father perhaps sitting
never feel the officers:
off
mine
carried
eho
may
crossed
his
with
legs
\<·
1 rinity College at Hartford, Ct., vise to the table
President—Myrtle Haskell.
conscience, but 1 have the
a neighbor who s tiug of
Vice President— Mamie Mixer.
M u
Γ th.
The Bates men have the l ,ικί conversing with
that my over·
of
: atisfactiou
thinking
the
but
Secretary—Sarah Oanforth.
to-day
•t
the following question:
night happen to call,
Treasurer— Leah Wctherbee.
s hoes will probably pinch his toes.
with
loaded
dry goods
1. That under present condi- I able must be
Committees :
My most eujoyable
Lookout—Hazel Hlcknell.
to England's advan- « >r you are not "it."
t
n> it would be
a side
on
a
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Social—Myrtle Mlllett.
layout
neal nowadays
OF TUE TIMES.
TENDENCY
Relief—Carroll Bartlett.
able with an oilcloth cover divested of
Flower—Marlon Haskell.
The tendency of medical science is tot! î.N Lodge, F. and A. M., at its ansuperill modern accouterments or
Mrs. Frank kniglit anuuaugnicr neicn
vard preventive measures. The best
it
.! !iuotins; Tuesday evening chose the
luities.
aro
Mass.,
i"!l« w iug officers:
bought of the world is being given to of Manchester-by-the-Sea,Clara
I read an article not, iouu siuto s·*·"*,
Ilayden.
lie subject, it is easier and better to visiting her mother, Mra.
W \l
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Sadie E. Millett, teacher
> vv -t
Κ MeArtlto.
1 presume it may | prevent than to cure. It
'· tnt for the husband.
I W
A.tun C. Wheeler.
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diseases that medical Millettville. She was taken sick with
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Nothing
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by
The
chairs,
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ot Churltv Fuml for three years—\.
Mrs. Dennett Cordwell on Thursday
.,'ough Remedy. Pneumonia always re•
*
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a
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W W .i ker, Arthur K. l'orbe·.
The officers of Pennesseewassoe Lodge,
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dared
had
man
the
hough
L). G. CM Fred A.
lure about the middle of February by lis own desires.
;y of these diseases toward pneumonia, day evening by
i'his has been fully proven in many Delano, of Oxford.
Frank A. Pingree, the proprietors being
What will suggest cuss words, even to
Hev. E. S. Cotton, of the Baptist
housands of cases in which this remedy
I A. I'm^ree Λ l'a lie will occupy
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each Sunday morning
«•ne-half the ground door in the store of ο have to hunt for one's papers of an ias been used during the great preva- church, preaches
recent years, on one of the ten commandments.
<
ff. Bowker Λ· Co., and the entire evening, and perhaps tiud them in the lence of colds and grip in
At the annual meetiug of Oxford
buaomeut. The gitods carried will be paper rack after looking over old trash lud can be relied upon with implicit
Pneumonia often results Lodge, No. 1, Ark Mariucrs, at Masonic
jonlidence.
^« ueral hardware, tinware, stoves, aud
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cold when no danger is Hall Monday evening, following the
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nine yean' experience
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The spirit of rivalry extant
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in breathing aud pains in the chest, theu served, with a short session of
before coming
*··:ι here, and live years
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much his pneumonia, lie on the safe side and ficers chosen for the year
the place.
liabilities, no matter how
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Venentble Patriarch—ThaiMeus Cro»e.
me a plain take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Give
suffer.
creditors may
Ark Master— Η. K. Amlrew».
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. house, all unadorned, all my own, rather goon as the cold is contracted. It always
Ark Mate—Ε. E. Andrews.
tie'Tge F. Farnuiu and Mrs. Charles than a tine tenement elaborately fur- cures. For sale by Shurtleff A Co.,
Treasurer—C. II. Adam*.
intermediate
Secretary—Morton L. Kimball.
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Edwards, teachers in the
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Tyler—Albert J. Stearue.
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Drug Store, Norway.
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a
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The scratch
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Stomacl
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$100 Reward $100.
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l.ewiston Friday.

of the

other,

Now for a long, cold February—at any
•ate it will be a long one.

a

1 A MOTHER'S RECOMMENDATION.
I have used Chamberlain's Cougt
number of years and havi
hesitancy in saying that it is the best
remedy for coughs, cold and croup ]
I have not
have ever used in my family.
words to express my confidence in this
remedy.—Mrs. J. A. Moore, North Star,
Mich. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South
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Nature's Warning.

Nature, the good mother, gives timely

warning of every illness. Depression,
failing appetite, indigestion, chilliness,
lagging footsteps, pale and sallow skin,
blotches, constipation, foul breath, coated tongue, aching head and back and
Noyes Drug limbs, jumpy nerves—all these are Na-

Born.

Tripp, a eon.
In Norway, Jan. 18, to the wife of Arthur W.
Gravée, α daughter.
In Albany, Jan. 13, to the wife of Howard
Allen, a daughter.
In Norway, Jan. 2fi, to the wife of (jeorge M
Ames, α daughter.
In Fryeburg, Jan. 23, to the wife of James W.
Eastman, a eon.

Married.
In Rucktleld, Jan. 28, by Rev. W. D. Athearn,
Mr.CharleeK. Ruck of Traverse Cltv, Mich.,
and Mrs. Georglanna Pike of Rucktlelil.
In Lovell, Jan. 21, by C. Κ Chapman, Esq
Mr. Arthur L.Stevens and Mrs. Mary E. Emery,

both of Lovell.
In l.ovell, Jan. 2H, by C. K. Chapman, Epq.,
Mr. Sidney II. McAllister and Miss Alfrelda
Stanley, both of Lovell.
In Krrol, N. If., Jan. 1<i, Mr. Chester Thomas
and Ml»s Dollle May Hartlett, both of U|>tr>n.
In Norway, Jan. 21, by Rev C. E. Angell, Mr.
Addison Calvin Nelson of Hebron and Mist
Annie Maria Newcomb of Norway.
In Harbor, Jan. 20. by Rev. Ε. F. Houghty,
Mr. Albert Wiley < f North Fryeburg and Miss
Lottie M. Remis of Harbor.
In Stoncham, Jan. 2o, by Rev. E. W. Fond,
Mr. Amos L. Itean and Miss Ada Fern Johnson,
both of Albany.

THE

Nature warns. The time is now.
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets are the
best tonic and restorative ever made.
They are the reliable prescription of
New York's highest physician. Being
in tablet forip they cannot contain alcohol. They cannot give you a habit. Each
package contains two medicines. The
Liveroid Tablets purge the liver and bowels gently, but effectively, cure constipation, biliousness and headaches and
put you in condition to be instantly benefited by Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets.
These make the blood rich and red, increase the circulation, stimulate the appetite, cure indigestion and bring to normal action the stomach, liver, bowels
and kidneys.
This combined treatment builds up all
the bodily functions and puts you in
prime condition to pass a healthy, wholesome and happy winter.
Each box contains *>0 Tonetic Tablets
for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
Bowels. :.D cents a box or 0 boxes for
$2.50. At all druggists or The Dr.
Parker Medicine Co., f»l-iW Kxchange St.,
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.

Died.

ΜΤΛΤΚ

I'ortland, Jan. 22, Mrs. Adeline C. l>otcn,
aged nearly iw years.
In Hartford, Jan. 24, Mrs. Martha, wife of
James U Gammon, aged 27 years.
In Krownlleld, Ian. 23, Mrs. Mary Wentwoitb.
In Fryeburg, Jan., Win. E. Webster, aged «ι
years
In Kryeburg Center, Jan. 18, ( hurles Gordon,
aged S2 ) care.
in Greenwood, Jan. 1, Emma (Cole), wife of
Charles J ml kins, aged about t!5 years.
Iu Hebron, Jan. 24, Mrs. Victoria Harrows,
aired .V years.
In West liethel, Jan 23, Lewis Tyler.
In South Hiram, Jan. lit, Everett Dav.
In Upton, Jan.21, JaneS., wife of Fred Walter Elllngwood. aged 4.i years, 7 months, 17 days
In lio-toii, Jan. 3(t, Hon. Geo. R. Harrows'of
Frvebunr, ag<»d HI ye'rs.
lu Rumfo'rd Fa Is, Jan. 80, Hiram A. Ellis,
In

*I,UIUH FOR SALE.
Good style sleigh, in fine condi-

tion and newly painted. At
drews House, South Paris.

County Commissioner* for the County
Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
11103, as provided by law, made actual Inspection
of the County roads duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated townships and
tracts of land hereinafter mentioned In said
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the condition of said roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be safe
and convenient for public travel; and U appearing on said Inspection that said roads were not
in good repair and not safe and convenient for
that a tax should
purposes of public travel and
be assessed on said lands for the repair of said
roads therein; they do therefore on the 29th day
of December, A. D. 1903, adjudge and order that
the following sums be assessed and the same are
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing throuvh them during the year
1901,10 Wit:
Andover Wist Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing that part of the County road leadlies
ing from A mlover Corner to Upton which and
In salrl Surplus the sum of fifty-one dollars
ninety-one cents Is assessed as follows :
of

pneumonia, rheumatism, neuralgia and
other dread winter diseases clutch you—

In OHtfonl, Jan. 88, to the wife of U. 9. Rich
tnond, a 'laughter.
In Norway, Jan. 21, to the wife of Wcntlall II

An-
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MUSLIN UNDERWEAR SALE
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Dunn, part of homeHenry
ion t 125 t h K1
stead,
«3
lno
125
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
50 25
8200
750O
balance of township,

goods.

soiled.

SOME OF THE NEW GOODS ARE

ruffle and dust
ONE LOT SKIRTS of good cambric, wide flounce with hamburg

98c.

ruffle, good sizes,

prices up to $2.08.
Many other style»
with
made
of
square neck, with
ONE LOT GOWNS
long cloth,
sertion, hamburg ruffle at sleeves and neck, good sizes,
ami

embroidery in$1.49

lace inserONE LOT CORSET COVERS of good cotton, French style, two rows
50c.
tion and ribbon, lace edge around neck and armcyes, all sizes,

New Cotton Shirt Waist Goods

a new line of pretty goods for spring Shirt Waist Suits
These come in pretty mixtures of green, blue, black and tan.
Several pattern* at 12 1 -2c., 10c. and 2">c.

just received

We have

and Waists.
2

good

a

of the

crushed

ON

α

time to get your new supply of Underwear. We have
at moderate
prettiest Underwear that we have ever shown and
Regular stock goods that are
See our marked down

Now is

Mid month.

ture's warning that you are in a low condition.
Don't wait until you cough, until grip,

>

..

STATE OF ΚΑΙΝΕ.
OXFORD, es :
of
Court
County Commissioners, December session, A. I>. 1908, held at Part·, within «nil for
the Ml·! County of Oxford, on the last Tuesday
of Decern Iter, A. D. 1903, being the 29th day of

REHEHBER THAT WE HAVE SOHE BARGAINS
LEFT IN COATS AND CAPES AT HALF-PRICE.

$51 91

And

Henry

W. Dunn of Andover North Sur-

plus Is appointed Agent to superintend the expenditure of the same according to law and 1a
required to give bond as the law directs.
Andover North Surplus, for the purpix-e «.f
repairing i«o much of the County way lea·!
Ing from Anuover Corner to Upton an lies within
said Surplus, aud also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies wltldn said Surplus, the sum of two hundred and eighty two

ON

dollars Is assessed

as

follows

NORWAY, MAINE.

:

HfAIIVK.

ss.

To the lion. Justice of the Supreme .Judicial
Court, next to be held at Paris, within ami for
hhWI County, on the second Tuesday of March,
A. D. 19W:
Kva Monroe of Rumford, In the County of
Oxford, wile of George Monroe,
represents : That her maiden name wait Kva llormarried to the said
tun That Hhe was
George Monroe Ht Salem, In the Province of Nova
A. I). 1897, liy
Sct.lla, on the 14th day of
Rev. William Nolan, a minister of the Gospel:
That they lived together as husband and wife at
said Salem from the day of their said marriage
until the 10th day of December, A. D. I«09; That
Your Libellant has always conducted herself to
ward her said husband as a faithful, true and
affectionate wife; That on the Kith day of December, A. D. 1899, the said George Monroe deserted
to parts
your Lllieilant without c-aiise and went
unknown to her, since which time she has
neither seen nor heard from him, or received
from him any supnort; That Ills residence le unknown to your Lib dlant and cannot be ascertained bv reattoDablc diligence; That from the
time of llielr said Intermarriage until the said
George Monroe deserted your Llliellant, he was
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment to your
said Libellant and treated her with extreme

respectfully

lawfully
April,

|

5

Chase, It. L. Morion
homestead,
I'reston K. A imtln, homestead,
H. A. I.oveiov, homestead,
Henry W. ()unu, uhl S. Lamed
homestead,
lli'iiry W. liiinn, homestead,
Andrew Arnjott. lot* No. 22A23,
C. A. Burgees, lot No. So,

Chart.

/.
500
200
200
100
2υθ
100
M!

Mrs. Charles Γ. Bartlett and
llenrv Abbott, lots No. 31&32, 1.-0
160
George Κ Smith, timber lot,
Κ I. Brown, .John Small farm
800
anil lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Taper Co. K.
Tluniiner lots 43. 44, 45 & 40, 400
International Taper Co., lots
40, 41, 42, 47, 4S, αηΊ Marston
810
lot,
International Taper Co., remainder of township except
Wftti
public lute,

φι
Vi

>

F.

A.

I »«> $24 00
25o
7 50
250
7 6»)

«5

)ï ·"»
12 Cm
3 00
1 H5

llo
125

.130
3 75

200
4<«>

100

250

7M

250

7 50

«00

IS

tiooo

Ihi

SIII'KTLKK'K

CO.

MIIIKTLEFF St

Coughs and Colds Cured.
Cough

Havard

Balsam is the
It will

It has cured others.
benefit from its

use

that does it.

remedy

cure

It" you do

you.

not

brm^ back the empty bottle and

refund your money.
For children, nothing equals
Pleasant to take and

001

cures

the

our

will

Cough Syrup.

Pine Tree

cough.

receive

we

25 cents

a

bottle.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

oo

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

#>.' 00

And It is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
cruelty.
Chas. Chase, i'reston K. Austin, F. A.
That your Llliellant has resided lu this State against
Andrew Abbott,
from 'he Lovfjoy, Henry W. Dunn,
for more than a ye...· la-t past, to wit
Mrs, Charles T. Bartlett and
A.
C.
Burgess,
time.
We Do all Kinds of....
the
ir>th day of May, A. D. 1900, to
present
and Κ I. Ilrown,
K.Smith,
Abbott,
George
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may bel1 Henry
with $130.00 of the taxes of the Internadecreed and that she may resume her maiden together
tional Taper Company, amounting In ull to
name
1232 00 be expended upon the road leading
Dated at Rumford, this 3rd day of October, A. from Andover to I'pton, and Lincoln Fuller of
D.
19ιΰ.
Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the same,
AtwonH A Fni»hM. South Peri·.
EVA MONROE.
and tri required to give bond as the law directs.
And the balance of said tax assessed agalust the
International Taper Company, amounting to
OXFORD, ss.
be expended upon the ISiaek Brook road,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd | Ii.j0.00,
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus Is
day of October, A. D. 1903.
appointed agent to expend the sime, ami Is
JAMES B. STEVENSON,
required to give bond as the law directs.
Justice of the Peace.
Township I.etter "C" for the purpose of
repairing the Black Brook road, so called,
(Limited. )
Statu ok Maine.
Ivlrg In eal'i township, and also the "Carry
(seal)
Road", so called, which lies <n said township,
Cot'NTV OK O.xkokd, ss:
Assets Dec. 31, 19»3.
aud ilfty dollars Is asSupreme Jud!.-al Court, In Vacation. ) the sum of tnο hundred
$ 888,14* 6»
Real Kbtttte,
30, A. D. 1904, ( sessed as follows :
January
112,<HKi(io
Mortgage Loans,
Upon thk Fokeooikq Libel, ORDERED,
0 00
Collateral Loans.
That the Libelant give notice to the said George
2,218 OKI 7S
Sto· ks and Bonds
Libellée, to appear before the Justice
Monroe,
40
llice
ami
452,524
in
Cash
Hank,
Judicial Court, to be holden at 1
610.69719 of our Supreme
Agent"' Balances,
and for the County of Ox ford, on the
ti 292 45 Paris, within
Hills Receivable
of March. A. 1). 1904, by pub
Tuesday
«econd
12,235 89
Interest anil Rents,
llshlng an attested opy of said libel, and this Union Water Tower Co, of
0,353 79 order
All other Assets
thereon, three weeks successively In the
I.ewlrtton, dam, lot and buildOxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in Paris,
20o $5000 I loo iNi
Gross Assets,
$4,306,940 22 In our
ings,
of Oxford, the llrst publication to
County
31
T. if.Coe, one-third, David Tin
12.1H4
Deduct Items not admitted
lie 30 «lays at least prior to said second Tuesday
Ann Maria Wheatland
gree,
In
then
and
of
1!<04, that he may there
and Anna T. Teabody, twoAdmitted Assets
$4,294,701 91 ourMarch,
said Court appear and show cause if anv lie
thirds of renialmler of said
Liabilities Dec. 81,19<i3.
have why the prayer of said Libelant should not
oo
except public lots, 11)500 7500 15o
township
be granted.
f 352,865 i
Vet Unpaid Losses,
S. C. STROUT,
2,333,f56 09
Unearned Premiums,
$25000
Court.
Jud.
Justice of the Sup.
All < ther liabilities
215,181 13
<· (to
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
It Is hereby ordered that the tax assesed
Cash Capital
be
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
1,392,848 87
against the Union Water Tower Co, (♦loo·
Surplus over all liabilities,
townJames 11. Stevenson, attorney for Libellant.
expended on the Black Brook Road In said
North
Andover
Surplus
$4,294,751 91
Total liabilities and surplus,
ship,and Hurt Dunn of
Is appointed Agent to expend the same and Is
C. Ε TOLMAN, Agent.
required to give bond.
South l'a-is, Maine.
The tax assessed against Coe et ale, ($150) to
be expended on the Carry Koad In said township, and Albert A. Jenue of Koxburv Is apto give bond as
KILLS THK GERMS OK GRIP, CATARRH pointed Agent, and is required
the law requires.
United States of America, District of Maine, ss.
IT
IF
NOTHING
"COSTS
in
and
for
<
Court
District
AND
ni
ted
States
lu the
COLDS,
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
said District
so much of the County roal leading from
SAV K. A. SIIUBTLEKK & CO.
In the matter of
|
Andover to I'pton as lies In said Surplus, the
JAMKS A. BKICKKTT I
lum of thirty-live dollars Is assessed as follows:
can be obtained in
Now that
and FRED It WIUGl.N,
contain nine
No
Upon the entire tract, supposed to exclusive
of
both of Waterford in the
every town and city in the coun- thousand,
j„ Bankruptcy.
three hundred arres.
from
to
one-third
County of Oxford and Dis·;
is
Creditors*
owned
it
and
by T. U. Coe of
try,
public lots,
ivtition
trictof Maine, Co partners
be carried in Itangor, and two-thirds by David 1'lngree, Ann
to
climate,
health
a
Annu P. Teabody,
doing business under the
it a Maria Wheatlind and
the purse or
flim name of Brickett &
Ihe sum of thirty-live dollars; and Bennett
J
Wiggln.
few minutes four times a
you can Morse of Upton Is
Agent to expend
To the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge of the
colds and even the same and Is required to give bond as the
cure
District Court of the United States for the 1 soon
directs.
law
the worst and most chronic cases of
District of Maine.
Kryoburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
The petition of Samuel Clark, Jr., John Τ catarrh.
of repairing the only County road therein,
Skollleld, and Frank D. True, copartners doing
«fc Co. have seen so the sum of flfly-two dollars and Ufty-slx
A.
Shurtleff
P.
Co
W
True
Λ
of
D.
naine
under
tlrm
business
the '••'tux Is iiHst-Hsed us follows
Malcolm K. llammou<land Fcsseuden V.Carney, many remarkable cures made
sell it with
that
copartners doing business under lirm name of
treatment,
Shaw, Hammond Λ Carney, both of Portland, In the
to return the
said l>l"lrl· t, and the Kherson-A dams Co., a cor
located at Bangor money if it fails to cure.
poratlou existing by law, andshows
:
and
*
In said District, respectfully
6
outfit costs but
S
A
5
>
I
Β
X
That James A. Brickett and Fred B. Wiggln,
C
inhaler, medicine
of Wiitcrfurd, consists of the
both
aforesaid,
as
A
copartners
to last licforcet Connor, lot 3 II. 7, 175
and sufficient
I 750 #5 4<· Ι
County of Oxford ami State of Maine, have for
K. 1-î of 4, Κ. 7,
the greater portion of six months next piece·ling 1 several weeks.
Allison Brown, W. l-2of 4,1{.7,
5 76
the date of tiling this petition, resided at Water800
100
A S. E. 1-4 of 5. It 7,
It effects a cure in the worst catarrhal
1
ford, in the County of Oxford and State and
M. It. Chandler, S. E. 1-2 of 5,
comthe
at
if
breathed
amount
the
and
troubles
District aforesaid, and owed debts to
It. 7, A 8. W. 15 of 5, It. 7, A
will
a
Mi
the
or
WW
of $1.000.
a
cold
100
of
mencement
I
1-2 of «, It. 7.
That the number of all the creditors of said
Est. A. S. Henn, lots 1 A '2 In It.
and prevent
check it
Brickett 4 Wiggln Is more than twelve.
5, and ρ irts of lots 3, 4, 5 AO,
can be obtained
That your petitioners are creditors of said ; Extra bottles of
Κ :>, 4 A 9. It. «J, and 4, It. 8.
Brickett & Wiggln having provable claim*1 for 50 cents.
anil Ν. E. 14 1, Κ. 0, αη<1 lot 7
amounting In the aggregate In excess of securl
8000 21 60 I
In It. 7, and part of 6 In R. 7, 725
the
breathed
When
That
the
1 44 1
ties iield bv them, to the sum of $5oo.
200
C. 8. Edwards. lotr« 8 A 9, It. ft, 175
and
nature ami ainouut of your petltl loners' claims the
I*.
WheelKM Peabody and II.
3 »' I
arc as follows
800
180
mei goes to the most remote cells of the
er. lots 1,2 A 3. It. 8,
$321 48
D. W. Tru» »V Co account
all the catarrhal iJoHiah ''on nor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
and
throat
26
74
account
124
175
shaw, Hammond &. Carney,
13
R. 7,
241· n7 germs,
the irritated raucous
ftu
38
Kmersou. Adams Co account and notes,
Itulph W. Beau, loto 2 A 3, R. 6, 200
And your petitioners further represent that membrane and
the blood with Fred
S«
50
So
L. Edwards, lot 1, K. 7,
3ti
said Brickett Λ Wiggln are insolvent, and tiiat
SO
25
It.
W.
1-4
S.
ti,
1,
I). Λ Karwell,
ozone.
within four months next preceding the date of
Furwell Kst., S. W. 14 1,
Krmk
one
At this season of the year, every
36
50
tliis petition, the said Brickett Λ Wiggln com25
R. ti,
36
50
mitted an act of bankruptcy, In that they did should have a Hyomei outlit to prevent ^ain'l W. I'otter. S. E.l-4 1, It.β, ?5
heretofore, to-wlt: on the eighteenth day of and cure catarrhal troubles, and ward off John W. Bennett, N. \V. 14 4,
while Insolvent,
D.
A.
transfer,
Ι'.Κβ,
M
loo
September,
It. 7,
and similar
Their stock attacks of
a portion of their property, U> wit
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
1 08
in trade and store lixt res in their store Ht said
150
200
diseases.
germ
lots,
Milviz.:
of
their
creditors,
one
3I!0
500
Waterford, to
loo
Henry Stiles, homestead,
liken Tomlluson Co., with the intent thereby
Mrs. C.I.. Abbott, part lot 1,
72
to prefer such creditor over their other creditors.
loo
15
R. 4,
that
scivlce
Wherefore your petitioners prays
Mrs. C P. Brown, part lot 1,
30
50
of this petition, with a subiurna may l>e made
30
R. 4.
as provided In the
So
30
upon said Brickett Λ Wiggln,
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, It. 4, 10
SO
acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy, and
ft
M
I). O. Bennett, part meadow lot,
a
"·'
be
to
the
court
that thev may lie adjudged by
loo
loo
Roscoe K. Cross, lot 5, It. 6,
bankrupt within the purview of said acts.
Skollleld.
John
T.
by
A
I). W. TRUE
CO.,
#52 M
SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY, by M. F.
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Aeadeniy
steps from the Post Ollice
Hammond.
the
to
Is
soperlntend
R.
Grant
Agent
appointed
EMERSON-ADAMS COMPANY, by Edw.
expenditure of the same and Is required to give
Adams, Trcas.
hot
those
of
one
directe.
to
law
the
door
as
bond
Benj. Thompson, Attorney for petitioners.
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repairing the road In said Plantation running up
Uultcil States of America, District of Maine. >
water bottles at
to Wm. Gorman's the sum of one hundred
j
State of Maine, County of Cumberland,
dollars Is assessed as follows:
I). W. Tru- A Co., by John T. Skollleld a mem·
her of said Hrm, Shaw, Hammond A Carney by
said
of
member
a
ilrin,
F.
Milcolm
Hammond,
and Emerson· Adams Co., by Edward It. Adams,
<2
a
Its treasurer hereto duly authorized being three
*
ν
ά
£
of the petitioners above named, do hereby make
r»
a
κ
o
the
In
contained
statements
that
the
oath
solemn
Ma
Wm.
the
Just
W.
are
Blaneharil,
Geo.
cents each.
foregoing petition, subscribed by them,
1000 *2ooo $ 8 12
son lots 6. 7, 8 A 9, It. 1,
true.
Same owners, balance of townI». W. TKUE A CO by John 'Γ. Skollleld, memfor this cold weather. Warship draining Into the A ndrober of said llrm.
scoggln river noith of Berlin
SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY, by M. F.
20 32
5000
2520
Falls, N. II.,
Hammond, member of said llrm.
of Robert Estes, 12 lot 9,
one
Heirs
Edw.
R.
for
Adams,
ranted
year
EMEKSON-ADAM9 CO., by
22
50
100
R. 13,
Treaa.
tioO
2 42
Kdwln H. Ingalls, homestead, 4no
Petitioners.
"
4 02
800
loot)
abuse.
Kst. of Alon/.o
"
350
1 4»i
200
District of Maine, Cumberland.
Wm Gorman,
"
4 <»>
looo
5oo
Subscribed and sworn to by John T. Skollleld
Stlllman N. Llttlehale,
F.
31
7ft
on behalf of D. W. True A Co., and Malcolm
Kreil Gorman, W. 1-4 lot2, R.8, 50
82
00
2<«i
Hammond ou behalf of Shaw, Hammond A Car(4. K. Llttlehale, homestead,
D.
82
A.
2oo
200
Wm C. Chapman, lot 1, R. 15,
ney before me, this 11th day of January,
82
2»)
2no
1904
Kst W. W. Mason, lot 3. R. 9,
Pharmacist.
\
L
J.
UUHLIN,
FKKDKRIC
Hastings Brothers, lot 2, R. 15,
1 13
-275
'200
Notary Public.
and 1-2 loti», It. 13,
(L.8.)
International Fa|>er Co., bal. of
District of .Maine, l'enobscot, us.
48
Next to Post Oftice, South Paris.
township except public lots, 18945 13250 55
Subscribed and sworn t > by Kdwln R. Adams,
of
behalf
on
Treasurer of Emerson-Adams Co.,
00
$100
snld corporation, b -fore ine this 12th day of
And Stlllman X. Mttlehale of Riley Plantation
January, A. D. 1904.
HOWARD M.COOK,
Is appointed Agent to superintend the exiiendlNotary Public
ture of said tax and Is required to give bond as
(L. (·).
the law directs.
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE UPON
And It Is hereby ordered that Mid assessment
CREDITORS' PETITION.
be published as the law requires.
foi
In the District Court of the United States,
JONATHAN BARTLETT,) County Coinr's
the District of Maine.
ofthe
RANDALL L TAYLOR,
In the matter of James A. Brtckett and Fred
County of Oxford.
EDWARD P. FAUNCE,
It. WlgKln, both of Waterford In the County ol
do
of
Maine, copartners
Oxford and District
A true copy—attest
Ingbudness under the llrm name of Brickctt
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A Wlggln.
W
Upon consideration of the petition of D. and
True A Co
Shaw, Hammond A Carney
Emerson- Adams Co that the copartnership ol
Hrlckelt A Wlggln, the Individual copartners Ir
which are James A. Krlckett and Fred B. Wig
gin, and they Individually, be declared bank
rupts. It Is ordered that the said James A. Brick
ett do appear at this court, ae a Court of Bank
ruptcy, to be holden at Portland, In the district
aforesaid,on the80th day of January, 1904, ai
ten o'clock Id Hi·: forenoon, and show cause, II
Hartford, Connecticut.
said ]>et!tlor
any there be, why the prayer of
should not be granted ; and
said
of
a
liât
petl
cony
It Is further ordered,
tlon, together with a writ of subpu-na, be eerve<
on said James A. Brlckett, by delivering th<
Assets, Dec. 31,1903.
same to him personally or by leaving the sami
$ 398,650 17
Real estate,
at his last usual place of abode In said district
617,715 00
at least five days before the day aforesaid.
Mortgage Loans
0 00
Collateral Loans,
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, judge ο
38
4,018.843
li
and
Bonds,
Stocks
said court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
388,779 80
Cash In Office and Banks
said district, on the 18th day of January, A. D
04
371,726
Balances,
1904
Agents'
0 00
Bills Receivable
JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
0 00
and
Interest
Rents,
(L. 8.)
166.384 82
All other Assets,

A.

F.

CO.

Λ

SOUTH
F.

JOB PRINTING.

A.

«nt'BTLEFF <fc

PARIS,

MAINE.
F.

CO.

CO.,

A.

Kllt*KTI-.EFF

A

CO.

COMMERCIAL

ON

Helps the Health

uow Hyomei

Legal

Notice.

ON

KAILS,"

Ilyoinei

nearly

druggists
buy
possible
giving
breathing
By
pocket.
day
grip, coughs,
by

they
Hyomei
positive agreement
complete

dropper

pocket

quickly

Kerni-killing

New wall papers are arriving and
for the next two weeks we will sell
1500 rolls of 1903 stock at 50 cents
on

the dollar.

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.
Sctuaro,

Marltot

33

PARIS,

SOUTH

ON

Hyomei

grip,
sickness.

Hyomei

ONE-HALF PRICE.

"

appointed

$1,

j

>

WALL PAPER AT

inhaler,
through
health-giving Hyo-

lungs, killing
soothiug
vitalizing

grip, pneumonia

Cold Weather Clothing
for men and boys. Clothing to keep one warm.
of
This store is full of the latest and beet. Plenty
wombat,
fur coats in dogskin, Russian calfskin,
Canvas and woolen coats
to
from
etc.,

$23.
$13
heavy lambskin,

wide ulster collar, $3 to
shit is for $2.25. Sweaters
and
frocks
Pontiac
$5.
all weights, grades and colors. For men $1.50 to
men and boys
$5. For boys 50c. to $2 Caps for
of Alaska seal $3.50.
Fur
and
caps
upwards.
25c.
lined with

Mufflers 25c. to $1.50. Gloves and mittens for
All grades and kinds 25c. to $2.25.
men and boys.
Fur

gloves.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

ON

Sixty=nine

g

thing

against

Klileld,

everything except

BROOKS—The

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,t.

|
)

NATIONAL

High G-ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

District of Maine.

Portland, Me., Jan. 29,1904
In the matter of the partnership of Brlckett i
Wlggln, the In lvldual copartners In which ar
James A. Ilrlckett and Fred B. Wlggln, am
they Individually, In bankruptcy.
Ordered, that service on James A. Brlckett b
made bv publication two (2) successive weeks li
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published a
South Paris, In said district, of said petition am
the order for subpu>na therein, the last pub!!
cation to be ten days before the return day, an
that a hearing be had thereon on the 19th day ο
February, A. D. 1904. at 10 a. u.
CLARENCE HALE, District Judge.
A true copy of the petition, order for subpu-n
thereon and onlor for service by publication.
Attest:

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

Miss Libby of Norway, will open the COTTAGE STUDIO, Jan. 1, with a splendid free offei
of an Oxford Panel or the Paris Portrait with
every dozen of S3.00 Cabinets.
We shall have some fine

large photos

on

exhibition.

samples

of these

Ν AA
TOR
Γυπ

Women's

I

$1.25 and $1.50

Slippers

=

III]

|«UU

IIIIIIIIIIIMMIIiai

We have a lot of Women's Winter Slippers
We have
that have sold for S1.25 and $1.50.
marked them all Si.oo. Call and see them.
Yours

Truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT,

Telephone

F. W.

Manager.

112-3.

MAINE.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Residence 112-12.

Livery Stock for Sale ! i Heavy Team Horses.
*

I

Gross Assets
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
I have several pairs of large work
39 270 42
Deduct Items not admitted,
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle !
horses for sale. These horses have
#6,468,828 59
Admitted Assets
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated,
etc.
worked through the winter
been
robes,
wagon, harness, whips,
Also two or three
Will lease stable to run livery busi- hauling logs.
Liabilities, Dec. 31,1903.
This is a nice, cleau livery ;
Dr. Austin Tenney,
ness.
horses
fresh
of
just received,
pairs
· fil'ii? !i stock and excellent
Net Unpaid Losses
opening. No also several
horses.
3.173.451 55
Unearned Premiums
driving
good
terms.
Will sell on easy
AH other liabilities,
competition.
iil'SKiS
will be at Elm House, Norway, Cash Capital
F. B. FOGG,
Îo22oZÎ22
1,828,258 M
over all liabilities,
W. J. Wheeler,
South Paris.
Wednesday, Feb. 17.. Office hours, Surplus
1903.
3,
May
#6,483,828 69
Total liabilities and surplus,
lui 5.
C*U,
10:3ο a. m. to S P. M.
Home
I
Telephone
South Pari», Me.
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent·.
Andrew· Houm Stable Call, 10&-12.
South Paris, Maine.
Eyes Examined free.

#6,503.099 01

Oculist,

/ Κ

i

HOMEMMERS' COLUMN.

lis & Pond Pianos.

OorreipoaUenoe on topic· of lntenai to the talle

la #o Belted. AddreM : CUltor HOMXMAKXM'
CO LU», Oxford Democrat. P*rU. Maine.

[The CM«mftl«rr Expaad*.
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
Thia
new building· on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1854 by Dr.
Kben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was beiug
developed, a few Ivera A Pond pianos
were purchased.
Since then, as the conservatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pood pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

Played

0. Guard.

per.

Xo.

FOlt

Doan's
Kidney Pills

remove
bring new life and activity,
the pain and cure the cause, from
diacommon backache to dangerous

County, Me.

betes.

50 YEARS*

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights 4c.

descrtpfIon

ma*
Anroae wiMriit a »!u'lc!i and
free «nether ai:
quK kijr i!9<'*rt.ki,i our
Ιιιτβιι'ιοη IM pr<>hab!r (iitentaHe. ('••nmunlciiI'uuiiw
ou
I
laiKlhook
cwmdwilml
Ιοιι» Htrtctlv
»ent ftee. t>Me»t ai:en< ν fv· mvuiiiik I'olents.

Patents taken tfir.-o.-h Muuii A Co. recetvc
ijKcuil wtic', without clinty», lu I bo

Scientific American.

A handsomely '.Hnstrated w-ekly. T.srreet circulation of any scientific Journal. Terms. 93 a
year: four mouth», IL Sold by all newsdealers.

S Co.3e,B~·*-^· New York
IMUNN
Branch office. «25 F St. Waehiu^tun. D. U

Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson. sail maker on
"I conatrevt. Portniouth. X. H.. says:
me
affected
tracted a very bad cold which
of tho
In the loins aud In the upper part
some
lameuess.
cheat. causiuK distressing
was quite stiffened
uriuiiry difficulty and I
read considerable about
up. As 1 had
to Philbrlcks
1 Htan's Kidney Pills I went
box. They went to the
pharmacy aud got a1 did
not use but part of
aud
once.
at
bi«»t
trouble.
the box before 1 was quite over my
a friend,
I cave the balance of my box to
alhim.
cure
to
and there was plenty
though neither of us are very
I am prepared from my personal experience
to highly
and from their effects on others
Kidney Pills. You can

lightweights.

recommend Doau's
refer to me."
For <ale by all druggists; 50 cents.
ter-MUl>urn Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y.

m

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

South Paris.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

OPTICIAN,
SOUTH PARIS, ME.

m
1

Weak
Hearts

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when It was simple IndigesIt la a aclentlflc (act that all oaaaa of
tion.
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. bat are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
which (alia of perfect digestion ferments and
•wells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This interferes with the action el
the heart and In the course of time thai
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaebls.il Nevada. 0..aaya: I had stomach
boobia and «es la a bad state «a I had baart trouble
with It. I took Kodol Dy««paU Cur· for about ta·
Bootba aad It cnrad me.
Kodol Digests What You let
and relieves the stomach of all nervooi
■train and the heart of all pressure.
IcRiaaonJy. $1.00 SUa holdlnf 2tt tiro·* tkatM

9tl$mrt4

i

Foe»

_

Φ

S. RICHARDS,

WasHing and Ironing Wanted. Φ

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
ciass manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

ri», which Mils for 50c.
fcf Ε. O. DaWITT A CO.,

Sold

OHIO*—

by F. A. ShurtlefflAJCo.

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work, Cement, Lime,

R cords, Blanks, Horns, and

Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster,

Supplies.

Complete Supply

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

application.

SOt'TM PARIS. ME.

Special

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool
to

etc.

for Masons

Telephone Connection.

Club Offer.

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled tu offer that
best of all agricultural papers

The New England Farmer
in connection with

—

Carpets
and clean

close out odd patterns

up stock.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT
at

tions

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

per year in advance. Subscripbegin now and will be sent

niav

The only condition
until Jan. 1, 1VOÔ.
attaching to this proposition is that all

subscriptions to the Farmer shall be
new

Chas, F. Ridlon,

ones.

Address

or

call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

Huudredsof children «ud udults have
■ΜΗ,butur·treated forotherdlseaees.
The symptoms are: indigestion, with a
anuiileappetlte : foul tongue : olTensiee
breutb; bard and full belly with occasional grip tigs an<l pains aliout the navel;
eyet) heavy and dull ; itching of the noae:
^hort, dry cough : grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep; slow fever : and
often iu children, convulsion·.

MAINE.

Eastern Steamship Company.
ΓΟΚΓΙ.ΛΛΙ»

J.

F. Liscomb,

Agent,

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Franklin

Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

Manager.

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General offices Foster's Wharf,

Boston, Mass.

ELIXIR

It has
worm remedy made.
been in uae sine* (Sjl. Is purely vegetable. barmlF» and effectual, where
no worms are preeeu 111 actsaaaTonir.
and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowel·. A potitleecur* for Constipation and Huiouanesa. and a valuable
remedy in all the common complaints
of children. Price 30 cts. Ask your
druggist tor It.
l>r. J. F. TKll· A CO.. Λ ubura. Mr.
Spv-i*l tr»*im«QilbrTa|s.· Worm*. I'm Ptnffcla.

THE

Salary

COLD

R0A8T

ANOTHER

WAY

TO

USE

COLD

MEAT.

Put in the frying-pan a piece of butter
or good suet, and when melted add three
or four tablespoonfuls of tomatoes and
let cook until the water is evaporated;
should you happen to have any cold
stewed onions, add some of those when
you put in the tomatoes; cut your meat
in rather thin slices, and add to the

û. A Spanish word for
Borders,
struction. ti. One who conv^s contraband goods.

been cooked before. Season with pepper and salt and serve on a hot platter.
COI.D

CHICKEN

OR TURKEY.

chopped

CONSU/ ΛΡΤΙΟΝ

Cured at Last

Dr. T. A. S locum, the Grea t Chemist and Specialist,
Will Send Free, to the Afflicted, Four Large

Remedies

III

II

TO

Α

Κ

Κ

Ο

Α

V

USE COLD

COFFEE

IN

CAKE.

Κ Κ

the system but they strengthen
the action of the liver and rebuild the

Throat,

LEFT-OVKB

VEGETABLES.

tissues supporting that organ.
Little
String beans, beets, and celery are
Early Risers are easy to act, they never most
excellent made into a salad with a
Chest and Li ing Troubles.
gripe and yet they are absolutely certain simple French dressing poured over
to
results
that
are
produce
be
could
more
satisfactory
fairer,
to the
Nothing
when put on the lettuce leaves.
ph lanthropic or carry more
in all cases. Sold by P. A. Shurtleff & them,
Chives, a bit of onion or parsley are an
afflicted, than this ofier. Confident tl ■at he has discovered an absolute cure Co.
addition to the flavor.
for consumption and all
Cold corn, either fresh or canned,
complaints, and to make its great
she cried, when he attempted makes a most
"Stop"'
Cut
merits known, he will send his
appetizing soup.
etc Treatment,
four large to kiss her. "You must!"
The youth from the cob and simmer on the Are for
samples, to any reader who may be si tiering from coughs, colds, catarrh, being unaccustomed to that sort of an hour; some bits of celery will give a
thing, drew back abashed. "Stop!'1 she good flavor. Mix one tablespoonful of
bronchial, throat and lung troubles or consumption.
repeated, noticing his timidity; "you flour in a cup of milk and add a few
mussed—ray hair.'1 Then he resumed, minutes before taking from the stove.
Already this "New Scientific Co irse of Treatment" has
but more carefully.
You can also make fritters of your
cured thousands of apparently hopeles s cases. There will be no mistake
cold corn. The following is a good
in sending—the mistake will be in ovt rlooking the generous invitation.
HAVE YOU INDIGESTION?
recipe: Beat the yolks of two eggs very
If you have indigestion, Kodol Dys- stiff, add one cup of milk, one-naif a
pepsia Cure will cure you. It has cured teaepoonful of salt and one-quarter teathousands.
It is curing people every spoonful of pepper. Mix one teaspoon-.
day—every hour. You owe it to your- ful of baking powder through four
self to give it a trial. You will continue tablespoonfuls of flour and with one cup
To obtain these FOL K FBEE Ρ SEPARATIONS that have never
yet to suffer until you do
of cold chopped corn, stir thoroughly
try it. There is
failed to cure, all you have to do is to wril •
Now take the
no other combination of digestanta that through the mixture.
< >8 Pine
digest and rebuild at the same time. whites of the eggs beiten to a stiff froth
Dr. T. A.
New
Koidol does both. Kodol cures, strength- and add, only stirring very lightly. Drop
giving full post υ thee and express address, The four FBEE remedies will then be ens and
rebuilds. Sold by F. A. Shurt- from a tablespoon into hot lard and fry
•ent you at once, direct from laboratories, rith full instruction· for use In
every case. leff «Co.
.» light brown.—McCall'a.

joy

pulmonary
Comp

embracing

permanently

I

Free 1 :o All

|

SLOCUM,

Street,

York,

ι

brilliant iridescent colors.
glow
Newton noticed that on top of the thin
bubble illuminated by white sky light
With Increase
a black spot is formed.
of thickness downward from this point

In<iul»iit!ve Bird·.
Of the birds undoubtedly the blue
jays have the most inquisitiveness.
And they are the most noisy in expressing it, although crows will hold a close
seeond place, if not fully the equal.
How the jays screeched and whistled
and called—a confusion of all the
sounds of jaydom—near my borne!

warfare comes, this
moral sympathy may mean little, or it

ie a
may mean everything. Chance
mighty power in war and peace, and
Japan has at least prepared herself admirably to take whatever favorable
chances tlie future may unfold. A little
nation which is backward and deceitful,
like the Boers, gains sympathy merely
from her littleness. A little nation like
Japan, which is remarkable for character
and progress, arouses a widespread kindliness which may at any moment find an
opening for decisive expression. Certainly, if Japan had enjoyed the repute
in 1895 which is hers to-day, the powers
of Europe would never have forbidden
her to take what she deemed hers from

More than a dozen darted into a small
People
evergreen tree on the lawn.
came from several houses in the vicinity, all curious to know what was the
It seemed to
matter with the birds.
be a "want to know" on both sides.
The jays had discovered a cat walking
meekly along by the fence in the low
shrubbery near and under the spruce

China.—Collier's Weekly.

,

v.

Mr. Klunisay (waltzing)—"My! How
slippery this floor is. It's hard to keep
Miss Sharp—"Oh!
on
feet."
your
You're really trying to keep on my feet,
then, are you? I thought it was merely
accidental."
A

CUHE FOIl ECZEMA.

My baby had eczema so bad that its
head was a solid mass of scabs, and its
hair all came out. I tried many remedies but none seemed to do any permanent good until I used DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve. The eczema is cured, the
scabs are gone and the little one's scalp
is perfectly clean and healthy, and its
hair is growing beautifully again. I
cannot give too much praise to DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve.—Frank Farmer, Bluff
City, Ky. In buying Witch Hazel Salve
look out for counterfeits. DeWitt's is
the original and the only one containing
pure Witch Hazel. The name E. C.
DeWitt & Co. is on every box. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Mrs. Knicker—"So she is a
good
housekeeper?" Mrs. Bocker—"Yes, she
to
hates
think that her ancestors are
dust."

f axative

Rromo

Quinine

2uresaCoMinOneD«y, Crip in 2 Days
on every

bM. 25c
"Dad,"

said the Billville youngster,
poets an' writers all have long
hair?" "No, my eon," replied the father,
as he glanced at the old lady.
"Some o'
them are married."
"do

There

nest in the vicinity,
and, so far as could be ascertained, the
Hut
cat had not attacked the jays.
what a pandemonium of jay jargon
over one meek looking, quiet cat! The
jays outdid themselves and called out
nearly all tho occupants of the many
tree.

was no

houses on that street.—St. Nicholas.
To

Rmlnre

k.rntlier

HiiidiiiKN.

restore the leather bindings of
books wash them tirst very lightly and
carefully with clean warm water in
which a tiny piece of soda has been
dissolved, in order to free the leather
from grease; then wash with clear water to remove the soda, and dry. Dissolve a bit of gum arable the size of a
small bean in a teaspoonful of water
and beat it up with a teaspoonful of
With a bit of
the white of an egg.
To

sponge go lightly over the leather with
this glair and let it dry.
Should the glair froth up on the
leather, as it is very likely to do if

there is much tool work on the book,
dab it until it subsides with the palm
of the hand or with the sponge

squeezed

as

dry

as

Ilor IIumImiikI'n

possible.

dropping

oft" by slow.degrees, l'osslbly
this is the Inward and spiritual meaning of the farewell bachelors' dinner
most
intending bridegrooms give,
though they never realize it at the

time.

When Two It:ainhowM Are Scon.

1. --VkA J. U-nn.*U, Went iriuif ituii.
Me.

When two rainbows art· sometimes
at once, one outside the other, the
inner or primary how, a* it is ealled.
is always the brighter, anil the red
hand of color is always on its outside.
The outer or secondary how is much
fainter in color, and the red hand is
always on its inside. This is because
in the primary bow the sun's rays are
only reflected once, while in the secondary bow they are reflected twice,
which makes them fainter in color and
turns them upside down. In one rainbow we see the rays of the sun enterin}: the raindrops at the top and refleeted to the eye from the bottom,
while in the other we see the rays entérina the raindrops at the bottom and
reflected from the top, whence they
reach the eye.

I

!

In

I'erMla.

J. I). Rees, a lecturer on Persia, says
that the veils worn by Persian ladies
are more of a privilege than a punishScreened behind it woman may
ment.
walk wherever she pleases, and even
her own husband dare not question her
movements.
Doubtless many Persian
ladies make tin· most of their opportunities. The Persians, as a rule, do not
think it right to take wine, but as nearly all their poetry is in praise of the
flowing bowl it will be inferred that
they frequently do violence to their

conscience. Occasionally, however, they
are seized with remorse, whereupon
they destroy the wine of their Armenian neighbors.
l'imiiiiiu

Wive*

it

nil

UnuRlitern.

They have a curious way of utiliziiiK
wives and daughters in some parts ot
India. If a man wants money he puts
these members of his establishment in
pawn, and his creditor detains them
until the debt is discharged. The custom varies in different localities.
In
Mellore the Vercalls pledge their daughters to creditors who may either marry
them or gi\e them away, and a man
who has to go to jail deposits his wife
with another family of her tribe until
his return. In North Arcot unmarried
daughters

r.ro

frequently

DAILY

A5"3 6EH7LÏ 6JT
THE TRUE "L r."
PROWPTLY ASO S'JScL* ΛΜ L£AV£S CXL.'
cCC3 Er?xCi5 in ITS r/XKE

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,
I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7è octave, almost new,
for il85.
,
One walnut cane Poole piano, almost

new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $250, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost now, for •55.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Ktops, in nice condition, for 945One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $65.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for

copy.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
Ν. XX.

BBRlilN ANS OORSAM,

Wheeler,

W. J.

BILI.!x\«8 BLOCK,

Smith PnrU.

We want to find
a

housekeeper

for

an

elderly gentle·

40 to 60 pre
Work will not be hard.

man, a woman from

ferred.

particulars apply

For

to

Selectmen of Norway.

Boys Wanted
boys

Several

who

opportuuity

to learn

Good

ness.

and who wish

strong

are

DO YOU WANT STEADY

about 16 years of age

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

an

the shoe busi-

positions

open

are

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.

to

pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

Steady job,

capable boys.
Apply at once to

smart,

Mention tlile puper.

Mechanic Falls, Me.

To

CO., Auburn, Me

HOMER N. CHASE

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

A. Main Street.

09

Housekeepers

Sen·! your address
premium offer.·» ami

un a
a

poptul

for

our

specla

liberal trial i|uanllty of

Electro-Silicon

ATTENTION FARMERS!

the famous Oliver polish lined by owners of valuable Silverware all over tire world.
•'SIMCon," 40 Cliff Street, New Vork.

PARKER'S

HAIR

BALSAM

Ί

The Oxford Democrat

!

autifie· the hair, i
luxuriant RTowti;.
Promote· a
Never Fails to Hcetoro Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cure* iralp <li«ra«·* & hair falli6g.
6L*', and £l.u) ut DruggiiU
Clcarve

and

b«

ανπ

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

Read This!

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

I

MEATS of all
kinds at reasonable prices.

.$1.75.

CHX*HX*MXHX>OOO<«O«bCKH»0CKK^^

Sausage,

Salt

pork

10

cents per pound.
cents per

pound,

10

eleven pounds for one dollar.
Corned beef 4 cents per pound,
thirty pounds for one dollar.

Stimson &

or
or

Penley,

Corner Western Ave. and Nichols

St.,

Maine.

South Paris,

WANTED.
to 25 dressed
shoats,
weighing from S5 to 140, delivered
at South Paris depot, for which 5 1-2
cents will be paid, cash on delivery.
A. K. JACKSON,
South Paris.

From

10

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

mortgaged

NORWAY, MAINE.

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

W.ide=Awake
who is interested in the news of
J'aris and Oxford County should
subscribe for

I

Farmer

Farmer

NEEDS

A

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly

a

Good Local

to

give him the experience

of

items of interest to himself and

advanced
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with

family.

ber of his

Weekly Newspaper

to keep him in toucli with the
doings of his neighbors, anil all

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
will

admirably

supply

your

wants for county news and prove
visitor in
a welcome
every
household.
^

Any

others

in

all

special

matter

the

for every mem-

family.

The New-York

Tribune Farmer,
will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

person sending

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

WANTED.
A few reliable persons to sell insurance
for the Now York Life Ins. Co., with or

experience, male or female.
particulars apply to
T. S. BURNS, General Agent,
90 Exchange St., Portland, Mo.

without

For terms and

farm for sale In Kant Sumner. 17.1 acres good
land, wood lot containing 400 cords hard wood,
some oak, ash, hemlock and pine. Cuts from 30
to 35 tons good hay, has apples, pears and
Located one mile from school, two miles
from churches, store, post office and railroad,
and on telephone line. Address,
W. U. DOWNS,
East Sumner, Me.

Licensed Taxidermist,

ΐlÉiliii-

sample

$115, worth $140.

NASH,

ly beggared me.—Exchange.

you a free

SEND.FOR CATALOGUES.

Rivers was smoking a cheap cigar.
"Seems to me," said Brooks, "I smell
RELIEF IN ONE MINUTE.
something like cloth burning."
plume.
One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
But Rivers was game.
one minute, because it kills the microbe
lie touched the lighted end of his
which tickles the mucous membrane,
to his shirt sleeve.
causing the cough and at the same time cigar
"No wonder," he said, exhibiting the
clears the phlegm, draws out the inflammation and heals and soothes the affect- burned spot.—Chicago Tribune.
J. WALDO
ed parte. One Minute Cough Cure
A Strict Grammarian.
strengthens the lungs, wards off pneumonia and ie a harmless and never-failing
"You think a great deal of your huscure in all curable cases of
Coughs, band, don't you?" said the visiting 1
MASON 10 BLOCK,
Colds and Croup. One Minute Cough
relative.
Cure is pleasant to take, harmless and
Connection.
NORWAY.
Telephone
"You have the wrong preposition,"
good alike for young and old. Sold by
answered Mr. Meekton's wife, with the
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
cold tones of the superior woman. "I
FALL· BARUAIN LIST
"Waitef, I can't eat this steak." think for him."—Washington Star.
of 200 of the best trades In New
"What's wrong with it, Sah?" "It's no
England, just out, FBEK fcr
More to the Point.
good—tastes like a mummy." "Maybe
stamp; a few with crops, stock
it do, Sah. I never et no mummies."
and tools Included, on essy
Hicks—I suppose you heard that our
terms. If you want to get a quick
house was robbed?
Over
sale send for our description blanlte.
STOPS THE COUGH
ISO sales to men from 10 states since Mar. 16,
Wicks—Yes.
I understand the way
Is
our guarantee to yon that our
1903,
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
the thieves ransacked the place simply
D. M. French, local
methods are right.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablet· cure beggared description.
agent, corn shop, Norway.
a oold In one day.
No Cure, no Pay.
Hicks—Not only that, but It very nearA.

PrioaSfi oanta.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

case,

FARM FOR HALE.

Something Wan.

Bolfi Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

bring

and become the absolute property of
the holder until liquidation.
The Linn Didn't Hoar.
It is related that Pinnow, the faithful servant and personal valet of Prince
Bismarck, once trod on his master's
gouty foot. Instead of swenring at
him or even declaring he was a clumsy,
fool, Bismarck, noticing that Pinnow
himself was frightened, said: "Consider yourself honored. No other person,
my dear Pinnow, not even the kaiser
himself, would have been suffered to
treud on my corns."

your

PAPER.

seen

Veil

A

!i:sh!y

14

U

is a

AS

1 Vj pertVei.'y
!l. it is »Ι»*»*·ρΓΐιιχ
liii-Jiiir.o ν ilsliciuii"t
bo C'liial.- ·, r.n't Can
»

ver

people, almost a*
metropolitan newspaper for buey
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
and
a
as
your
daily,
good
week.
brings it to your door three time& every
and Friday»,
'0 It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
The Daily
and contains all the most important news of
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value. and have not
If you live in the village or on a farm
in close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept
with all important news of the world at a very email cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

GOOD

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Mai.· FrlrndK.

One of the most complicated-duties
of a wife is the shuffling off of her husband's male friends, says the Ladies'
Field. Fifty per cent can go at once,
for half a man's bachelor associates
are, according to his wife, not tit for
polite society, either because they have
no manners or because they wear the
wrong sort of collars. Ten per cent
she may genuinely dislike, οι· possibly
they may not take to lier. Some of the
rest are on the borderland of toleration,
but most of them have a knack of

The

AS

t-vu

il
1;..:C·a

praU

oil

If actual

veal,

ComjJÎalnt-

Couliin'ttiatwiihout
Distress-Quickly Cured

with

nil sides, a red band next appears;
then a blue one; then again red and
blue, red and blue, and so on, the colors showing more extremes of red and
purple in the higher orders. This blue
band which tirst expands outward from
the black spot at the top and descends
one slowly with the subsidence of the waperts are now busy "contradicting
another about the relative abilities of ter Newton called the "blue of the first
the rival powers, and statesmen are busy order," and, although somewhat dingy,
studying the interests of their own L'e judged it to be of the same tint as
countries, but the people all over the the blue of the sky.—T. J. J. See in Atworld observe the situation with disinterested emotion and cheer for the lantic.
nation which they think has the fairer
cause.

Severe Liïsr

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

«I feel It hit duty to
trprc^i my nr«t lu.le to
'flt I
yi.u for tlio 1m
id eu<l»''i
lave
ii.ist
rcct'ivh'g fr.'iii
'L. F.' Atwood'j Mo>!lcinc. Thme yo*r» « :<J
i un· scu'tciy truiibVd
villi liwr on» laiut.
β fur
It irao
l,10 t > pnrMkî of the
without
li'hU't Γ"·
τ.&«
I
Utt
At
d.stirn.
0.1»:- ■« by ft friend 1"
t.y "i. rJiidleiiioi

top

so
After a time the bubble becomes
wathin at the top that further flow of
ter from this point can hardly take
burets.
place, and Anally the bubble
But before this last stage is reached a
the
degree of thinness in the walls of
bubble is attained which causes it to

ι::;».—λ murrain.

Cream one-half cup of butter and one
of sugar until white and frothy. Pour
in gradually one-half cup of strong
Κ
Κ
1
κ
s
κ κ κ
Κ Ο Ο
Κ
coffee; sift two and one-half teaspoonυ t κ υ α κ υ α ν κ dg κ κ κ β
fuls of baking powder in one aud threeNo. 435.—Additions: C-nndy. C-able. quarters cups of Hour and add to the
mixture.
Have ready picked out, threeC-arouse.
quarters of a cup of walnut meats, chopand add, and lastly stir in the wellTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY ped,
beaten whites of three eggs. Bake in a
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. deep pan. Use coffee icing.
All druggists refund the money if it
COFFEE
SPONGE.
fails to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature
on each box.
Mix one and one-half cups of strong,
25c.
cold coffee, one-half cup of milk, onethird cup of sugar, and one tablespoonMabel—"Did Gladys have a fashionful of gelatine that has been soaked for
able wedding?"
half an hour in one-quarter of a cup of
Maude—"Very. Why, her wedding water. Heat these
ingredients in a
drees was nearly torn off before she got
double boiler, when fully heated add
inside the church."
one-third cup of sugar, pinch of salt and
the yolks of three eggs slightly beaten,
AN EARLY RISER.
cook until the mixture thickens, then
A strong, healthy, active constitution remove from the stove and add the
whites of the eggs beaten until stiff and
depends largely on the condition of the
liver. The famous little pills known as dry and two teaspoonfuls of vanilla.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers not only Pour this into a mold and set on the ice
to harden. Serve with whipped cream.
cleanse

or

Nemon'a Blue.
the acIt Is well kuuwn that under
tion of gravity the water composing
tends
such a thiu shell as a soap bubble
so that the
to run down un all sides,
walls of the bubble grow thin at the
and thicken toward the bottom.

The preliminaries have
combatant.
been carried on with the eloquence of a
prize-fighter by Japan, and with a sort
of sullen reticence by her huge opponent,
and yet the world has swung, during the
elaborate interchange of defits, distinctly nearer in feeling to Japan. The
universal sense of justice has been touched, since the belief is so general that
Japan's fight is for her life, and thereA sort of
fore inevitable and just.
straightforward integrity has also won
friends. In contrast to Russian wiles
and blinds and bluffs, Japan has said, as
one man, that she meant to have one
particular thing, if the effort cost her
life. On such grounds the sympathy of
statesmen may not be given, but the
sympathy of peoples is, and in diplomacy
leaders are often driven by the bulk of
sentiment in the masses behind. Ex-

A Flying Machine that Flies.
Of course you all know you can make
To sail three miles through the air at
a most excellent soup, by using the
SLEEPS.
PRINCE LILDAU
a
bones and eDds of fowl. Simmer them a speed of eight miles an hour against
One was ordered not to stay
in a covered pot for several hours. Some breeze blowing twenty-one miles an hour
At the revel grand anJ Kay.
in flyBut ere the threshold hail been crossed cooks like to add the dressing, but the is the most notable achievement
Three years
I was trodden on and lost.
soup is not as clear or as delicate in ing machine experiments.
Found again, desired by all.
flavor when you do. If green peppers ago, two brothers named Wright, of DaysandLong and short and hirge and small,
are in season you can make a fine entree ton, Ohio, went down among the
own
knew
I
my
1 plainly proved
with your cold chicken. Cut the pieces hills of the North Carolina coast. They
And yielded to her claim alone.
and brought
of meat from the bones and chop, only were expert mechanics,
They
enough to reduce it to small pieces—not their own tools and machinery.
No. 440.—Addition·.
like hash. Stew in a little saucepan had studied the experiments of flyingTo a cat add a vowel and a toilet aruntil tender. Wash the peppers, cutting machine inventors here and abroad.
ticle and get a kind of cave.
off a small piece at the top, dig out all They were goiug to put their study and
and
get the pulp and seeds and fill with the ingenuity to practical use.
To a cat add a consonant
They tried
stewed chicken; stand tlatly in a baking- the ''multiple wing" machine with its
beasts of pasture.
Then
of
sails.
they turned
pan and cover the open top with bread large number
crumbs, heaped up, and a bit of batter to the gliding machine invented by
No. -I I l.—l)eeni»i talion».
Octave Chanute, and modified it to their
1. Take away the first letter from a on top. Put in the oven and bake until
Their first machine carried
to
means
which
injure by you think the pepper is tender, it must purpose.
word
on no account go to pieces.
Serve hot. one of them three huudred and sixty
η
to
ornament
an
leave
and
stretching
You can also fix peppers in the same feet, and after another year a new aplady's dress.
Carefully paratus sailed an eighth of a tuile. Last
way with cold boiled fish.
and
crawling insect
2. Behead a
pick out all the bones, and stew with a year they made changes, and added a
leave a carpenter's tool.
little white sauce in which is mixed a gasoline engine and propellers, with the
3. Behead a useful piece of furniture small pinch of mustard, fill the peppers final successful test late in December as
and tind a small filament growing on and bake the same as with the chicken. a result.
The machine, in which the operatoi
Cold boiled iish also makes a very good
the skin of an animal.
lies at full length, is in some ways like a
4. Behead a sea map and find an ani- salad. Cut in small dice free from
instead of a tail.
bones; chop some water cress or parsley box kite with a rudder
mal.
at
and sprinkle over the fish, and place on The framework is covered with cloth
5. Behcml a pleasant expression on
lettuce leaves, adding mayonnaise dress- top and bottom. It is buoyant enough
the face and leave a distance.
of itself to float its own weight and that
ing.
β. Rt'head a discontented party which
of one man. During their three years of
BITS OF RARE ROAST BEEF.
deed
a
leave
and
l'ovi'riinient
experiments, the brothers hail added conορι
If you have it left, cut six slices of the siderably to their knowledge of air curdon··.
rare meat and broil them for five minutes. rents and of the resistance of canvas.
7. Behead a word meaning to find
In a uiucepau put a tablespoonful of Keeping these things in view, they default and leave a low temperature.
butter, two tablespoonfuls of chopped signed and built their propelling appaonion and one tablespoonful of chopped ratus. One propeller, revolving horiNo. 442.—Hurled Proverb.
green pepper. Fry to a light brown, zontally, is placed underneath the cenI Five words. )
stirring constantly, now add two table- tre of the machine's body. The othci
Will cruel t'a te never cease to opprese spoonfuls of fiour and stir to a paste, is like the screw of a steamship, whirling
The gasoline
1 wander disconsolate on this then put in a pini of brown stock, two vertically at the rear.
me?
tablespoonfuls of Worcester sauce and engine, with 4-inch pistons and l(5-brake
lonely shore, a prey to bitter despair; same
will
of
and
one
teaeither 01
amount
vinegar,
horsepower, operates at
by all men dt sorted and forsaken.
spoonful of dry mustard. Cook all this botl) of the propellers. The one beneath
over a slow tire, beating it well to make
helps to hold up the machine; the one at
\o. J-J.'î.—Diiiiuundi.
it smooth. Add at the last one teas- the rear drives it in the direction toward
"J. Λ domestic auiI.—1. Λ letter.
poonful of chopped pa-sley, and if you which the operator points it.—Collier's
mal. 3. Λ month. 4. Λ great inven- can get them add a quarter of a can of
Weekly.
T.
A
insect.
G.
An
rustic.
tor. Γ». Λ
mushrooms cut in halves. Let this come
to a boil and pour over the meat. This
letter.
Bishop Potter was a speaker at a reII.—1. A letter. 2. A number. 3. A will make a fine dish for a small luncheon cent meeting in the interest of an organi-1. A city in Belgium. 5. A party. Frercli fried potatoes are the zation of which a woman is the president,
flower.
and tells of a joke which she perpetrated
U. Acquired thing to serve with this dish.
long, pointed weapon.
at his expense a few moments prior to
litter.
C'Ol.I» ΙΌΜΛΚΙ) H££F.
il
A
8k I. 7.
the beginning of the meeting.
Take one cup of milk, one small stalk
"I inquired of Mrs. Ν—, with the idea
No. 4 I I.—Subtract lous.
of celery, cut into pieces about au inch of
bciug facetious, 'How many long
from
grada- long, and one sliced onion, and scald winded
Subtract one hundred
there be at this
speakers will
"
them in a double boiler. Strain and add
tion and leave market.
meeting, madam?'
of
which
two
14
butter,
tablespounfuls
Subtract one from a false name and
'You are the only one,' she replied
have previously been rubbed through
leave au exclamation.
charmingly."
two tablespoonfuls of (lour; this will
Subtract tifty from to lash and leave make a white sauce; when thick add two
Harrison was congratulating himself.
dense vavor.
"It's very nice to be called 'Tippecacups of cold corned beef, cut into small,
neat pieces, ami a little pepper,
Pour noe,'" he exclaimed, "but just suppose
U Uc mill Othrrniar.
this into a shallow dish, cover with that it had been 'Hock the boat' instead!"
May this l>e our maxim where'er we are cracker crumbs, set in the oven and
Shuddering at his narrow escape, he
twirl'-d—
brown. The dish can be garnished with threw himself into the campaign.
A flog for the cares of this whirligig
the celery leaves cut from the stalk.
world.
GOOD SPIRITS.
CHICKEN CUTLETS.
May you always be clever, but if you
Good spirits don't all come from KenMake some quite thick white sauce,
can t be clever be careful.
and while hot stir in one and three- tucky. Their main source is the liver—
"Falling in love Is delightful." "Yes;
quarters cups of cold chicken, chopped. and all the fine spirits ever made in the
it's the falling out that hurts."
Beat thoroughly four eggs and stir into Blue Grass State could not remedy a bad
the sauce, beating for three minutes. liver or the hundred-and-one ill effects it
CouUdent.
Tuo
Then pour in a shallow dish to cool. produces. You can't have good spirits
Youi
"Do you know anything about flirt- When stiff, take out a tablespoonful of and a bad liver at the same time.
"I the mixture,
"No." he replied sadly.
ing?"
drop into some Hour and liver must be in fine condition if you
thought I did. but wheu I tried it roll into the shape of a leg of a chicken. would feel buoyant, happy and hopeful,
and
hauled if the girl didn't marry me."— Have ready a beaten egg in which two bright of eye, light of step, vigorous
tablespoonfuls of water have been mixed. successful in your pursuits. You can
Chicago Post.
Dip the little chop in this and roll in put your liver in fine condition by using
sifted bread crumbs. Take a piece of Green's August Flower—the greatest of
Aceouuted For.
macaroni about live inches long and push all medicines for the liver and stomach
"1 wonder why Deacou Jones always
up through the narrow end of the cutlet, and a certain cure for dyspepsia or indimeter
asks to have long
hymns sung?" to
represent the bone of a chicken leg. gestion. It has been a favorite house"1 can't say, unless it's because he is
hold remedy for over thirty-five years.
Fry in deep lard.
connected with a gas company."
Cold pork and cold veal resemble very August Flower will make your liver
a
much the taste of chicken and can be healthy and active and thus insure vou
Key to tlie I'uzaler.
used in many ways similar to chicken. liberal supply of "good spirits." Trial
size 2"» cents; regular bottles, 75 cents.
No. 428.—Kiddlemcree: January.
Many kinds of croquettes can be made
No. 42Î».— Progressive
My- with cold
chicken or
add- For sale by F. A. ShurtlelT & Co.
No.
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of his Newly Discorered
to Cure Consumpti* >n and all

OF

vegetables, stirring carefully to prevent
burning, while it cooks only long enough
to be thoroughly heated as the meat has
de-

ALOK

VICTOR OIL COMPANY,

Samples

Xo. 43*.—Triple
AH the words described are of equal
When rightly guessed and
length.
written one below another, the initials
will spell the name of a Itoman orator,
the middle letters the name of a Roman
of
poet and the tinal letters the name
a Roman soldier.
Crosswords: 1. Relating to a city. 2.
The smallest of the Balearic island?.
3. An enchantress slain by Ulysses. 4.

I

SALESMEN WANTED SSLST

In Oxford and adjacent counties.
commission. Address

Aeroatic.

ENDS

BEEK, MUTTON, ETC.
If the meat seems a little tough, cut it
in small pieces, rejecting the fat and
gristle, and with the gravy that is left
put it in a saucepan and stew until tender. About an hour before dinner time,
pour this in a deep pudding dish, adding
three or four tablespooafuls of tomatoes
and a smalt white onion cut in pieces.
Season to taste and put in a moderately
hot oven. Should you have any cold
mashed potatoes, cut them in nice
slices, and cover the top of the dish
about fifteen minutée before serving or
long enough to nicely brown the top in
the oven. As a substitute for the potatoes, use slices of buttered bread well
fitted over the top; this is perhaps a
little more delicate than the potatoes.

ing cooked rice and a well beaten egg to
ringitis. Satisfaction.
No. 430.—Diamond: 1. T. 2. Bit. 3. give consistency, and a little chopped
parsley.
Tiger. 4. Tea. Γ». R.
quince tkifle.
No. 431.—Double Acrostic: Holidays
Take some stale sponge or plain cake,
Crosswords -1. Harass. 2. Oddity. 3
! cut in slices to cover the bottom of a
Louisa. 4. Intend.
No. 432.—Anagrams: Skating, Coast- glass dish. Pour over the dish two or
three tablespoonfuls of sherry, and leave
ing.
them to soak a short time. Take some
No
433.-Illustrated Zigzag: New
etewed or preserved quinces and rub
2. Eel.
Crosswords—1. Nest.
Year.
through a sieve. Spread this pulp on
a. Wagon.
4. I.yre. Γ>. Ear. U. Cake. the cake and
pile on top some whipped
7. it ose.
This makes a very
cream.
delicious
No. 434.—Connected Squares:
dessert.

ItlVHIOW.

Reduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
to Boston.
Materooms ?1.0U to 91.50.
Meamers leave
Franklin wharf, Portland, and India wharf. Boston, daily exat
7
P.
M.
cept Sunday
Freight always as low as other lines.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
pan ν is insured against Fire and Marine
Risk.

<advice for HH>4.

USING THE

Enigtniis:

—

NORWAY,

437.—IlluetrateU Rebon.

That "played •at"—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, painful ami annoying.'

WHEELER, Agtnt,

South Paris, Oxford

Change the tirst letter of each word
to make the next word.
1. An odorous plant and an unguent
made from It. 2. A poet 3. Grease. 4.
Not soft 5. A Lard, stiff kind of pa-

Out.

From the Bostou Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

It. J.

■\ο. 43«.—Metairram.

Left-overs for Luncheon.
For the benefit of young beginners in
housekeeping we will give some reliable
directions of how to use up and make
into appetizing dishes, the cold meat,
fish or vegetables left from the day before. Oftentimes the eecond or madeover dish proves to be more of a favorite
with the family than the original one.
limited
A young housekeeper with
means must have this rigid rule with regard to her kitchen: "Nothing shall be
wasted." Have faith in the old adage,
"Economy is the highroad to wealth."

Japan's Defiance.
Seldom doee a nation which invitee
war with euch open defiance ae Japan
gain such widespread sympathy. This
sympathy is partly selfish, Russia standmore
ing for a check to trade, but it is
the generous impulse of the world, which
more honest
goes out to the smaller and

E.

Strout, |fc£ï»JBB!
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